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checking sects, of $500 and over
4 per cent., compounded sembannually, in savings dept.
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The man suspected of forging the name
of H. W. Dunn, of this city, to checks
stolsn from bis check book, who was recently arrested for forgery at Manchester,
N. H., has been sentenced to from three to
Are years la the New Hampshire state
prison. The man’s real name is said to be
Ralph Blades, and he formerly lived in
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under

Two examina-

From Wbst—6.42

a m;

4.28, p

m.

From East—11.10

a

m; 6.22 p

MAILS CLOSB AT

m.

POSTOmOB

Ooiro Wbst—10.40 a m; 6.60 p
4.80 p m.
Ooiro East—6.18 am; SAOp m.

STRAND THEATRE
BLOCK

WEDNESDAY
Grace runard and Francis Ford in an exciting drama of the early
'sixties. And They Called Him Hero.
A roaring 1-reel comedy, The Battle of Ball Ran.
A drama, the kind you like.

THURSDAY
Pigeon.

FRIDAY
Ethel Grandiu in The Stolen Will.

SATURDAY

First Dance of Season

and A

Paramount

Sundays,

Registered mall should be at postoflBce half
hour before mail closes.
WEATHER IM

ELLSWORTH.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
Oct. 8, 1918.

[From

Dally Matinee at 2.15

Warren Kerrigan in The Stool
Two dramas and a comedy.

m.

an

For Week

ODD FELLOW8

Sundays, 8.11

a m.

-————

Evenings at 7 and 8.15

Augusta.

MAILS RRCR1VRD.

j

or call.

nn wuk.

Feature

HONDAY

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Biver
Power Co.. In Ellsworth.
Precipitation la
given In Inches for the twenty-four hoars
ending at midnlght.J
Weather
Preclpconditions
Ration
Temperatnre

Wed
Thors
Fri
Bat
San
Mon
Tore

4am
«045—
1444
45—
41—
62—
—

12

m

«V(5—
63—
55—
64—
67—
66—

forenoon afternoon
fair
fair
•
clear
clear
clear
clear
rain
cloudy
rain, cloudy fair
clear
clear
rain
cloudy

.70
.02

organization recently formed, gave
their first performance at Hancock ball
Monday evening. There are fifteen in the
company, including Chester Nichols, the
Music was furnished by
boy singer.
Canty’s orchestra, of Bangor. A dance
followed. Quite a party from Bangor
came over to give the company an encouraging hand. The company returned to
Bangor by automobiles After the performance.
teur

The annual meeting of the Unitarian
club waa held laat evening with Miaa
Helen Adams. About thirty members
were present, and the meeting waa a most
enjoyable one. A delicious supper was
served by the hostess. The election of
officers resulted as follows: Koy C. Haines,
president; Mlsf Annie JB. Stock bridge,
vice-president; Mrs. C. H. Leland, secretary; Miaa Mabel lord, treasurer. The
club will give its annual Hallowe’en party
at Hancock ball Friday evening, Oct. 29.
For the winter work the club will take up
the study of parliamentary law.
The

handsome

eighty-foot -gasoline

A
serial, “The Broken Coin,” will
begin at the Strand next Monday evening.
First episode of
Mrs. Charlotte T. Jones, who has been The Patbe news feature at the Strand
gradually failing in health tor some time, has been changed to Monday evening.
Next Saturday evening the first of the
is now seriously ill.
season’s dances will be given, with music
Harold A. Robinson and family have
featuring Francis Ford
Sinclair’s orchestra. The Holcomb A
moved to the house of Mrs. Curtis B. by
and Grace Cunard
Hoke “Butter Kist” corn popper recently
Foster on Main street.
installed at the Strand, attracted much atI lie greatest and best of all serials. Don't miss It
Edward W. Austin, who has been em- tention at the Methodist fair last week.
Patlie News
ployed at Bar Harbor during the summer, This is oae of the finest corn-poppers
made. It is operated electrically, ana the
has returned to bis home here.
whole operation of popping and battering
Mrs. H. C. Hathaway is In Ellsworth the corn, sorting out the “old maids” or
tor a short stay, preparatory to moving to “old bachelors”, as;you prefer to oall the
unpopped kerneia, is automatic.
Bangor, where she will live.
the Unitarian
The congregation of
Mra. L. O. Factor toft to-day for Somerchurch had a pleasant surprise last SunMate
to
the
winter
with
her
ville,
epend
day morning, when Dr. Samuel A. Eliot,
daughter, Mra. George R. Caldwell.
president ol the Amerioan Unitarian asThe annual meeting of the Unitarian
sociation, appeared in the pulpit. Dr.
pariah will be held thto evening at the Eliot, who had run down to dose his sumveatry parlora. A pariah aupper will be mer home at Northeast Harbor, found an
eerved at 8AO o’clock.
unfilled Banda; on hla hands, and his
Mra. Robert B. Holmee and her daugh- thoughts turned to the church In Ellster, Mra. Roaooe H. Smith, toft to-day to worth in whioh he has always shown so
viait Mra. Holmee’ daughter, Mra. G. C. kindly an interest. A note to the pastor,
Kev. J. W. Tickle, told of hie coming,
Ruaeell, in Quincy, Mam.
and this of coarse meant that Mr. Tickle
ES. F. Robinaon Co., Jewelera and op- deferred his own sermon as announced to
ticiana, will move back to their former give the people an opportunity to again
location on the eouth aide of Main a treat hear Dr. Eliot. Dr. Eliot recalled the
fiftieth anniversary of the Ellsworth
tba Brat of November.
about
If you will tell os why everything
This la the Instrument that does
church, the observance of which he was
unable to attend this summer, and his
a,ra. Cbarlea McCarthy, who haa apent
bea its day and something better
sermon was something the nature of an
not require to have the needle
the aummer with her parents, Richard
anniversary sermon.
Ultra its place, arc will tell yon why
Hawkaa and wife, with little daughter
in*
Records
are
All
changed.
Nokomia Bebekab lodge entertained the
the Edison Diamond Disc PhonoClaire, returned to Boaton to-day.
assembly president, Mrs. Virginia Holat
the
Methodlat
church
and
Next
Sunday
graph ia taking the place o! passing
average
deetruetlble,
prices
brook, of Bangor, last evening, with
there will be aermon at 10.30. In the
instruments. Come In and listen.
members of the Southwest Harbor, Bar
lower than others. Thomas A.
at 7AO, motion picturea in two
evening
Free demonstrations at any time.
Harbor and BluebUl lodges.
About
parts, “Yellowstone Park,” and “In Hie
Edison oat classes all other invenCylinder Record a furnished'on
eighty were present ifrom out-of-town.
Father’a Pootatepe.”
Several members of the Southwest Harbor
tors in this as in other things.
day’s notice.
Mr. and Mra. F. L. Mason and party
degree team, which waa to have exempliwho went to East Orange, N. J., by autofied the work, were prevented from commobile, to attend the Grapel-Maaon wed- ing by the storm, so that this feature of
ding, arrived home Monday, making the the evening was omitted.
Supper waa
return trip by way of the White mounserved at 6.30.
This was followed by a
tains.
social time, during which there wen
A vote-getting contest whioh will ap- speeches, singing by Miss Errs Giles and
ELLSWORTH
STREET
has
been
children
to
the
inaugurated music by Harold E. Higgins and Mn.
peal
The prize is a George E. Sinclair. The noble gnnd of
at the Bijou theatre.
child’s automobile. The contest will open the Ellsworth lodge, on behalf of the
lodge, presented a pin to the assembly
next Saturday, and continue until Christpresident. An invitation from Mn. Petmas day.
tingill, of the Strand, to witness the pictuns aa her guest, was accepted, after
F. E. Pettengill left lest Wednesday for which the Rebekahs nturned to to
lodge
will
where
he
visit
Pacific
the
coast,
room, when refnahments wen served bethe
fore
for
their
homes.
guests
departed
He
was
winter.
accompanied
through the
as far as Nebraska by his mother, Mrs. Q.
Roy C. Haines, manager of the Ellswho
will spend worth food fair tor February 14-19,1916, is
W. Pettengill, of Sullivan,
the winter with her sister in Nebraska.
already busy with plans for new features.
The supreme court for Hancock county He aims to make the fair the biggest
■to inform
inof
of
who
has
need
kind,
The
an;
of
reader
American,
ever;
will convene next Tuesday, at 2 p. m., success ever. He has decided upon a
ttr»nce that all onr policies combine broad protection and prompt settle- Justice King presiding. The grand jurors decorative scheme by which all the booths
will be uniform, and will be sold deoor■oots with the lowest
are summoned to appear at the opening of
possible rates.
ated. A feature which promises to be of
court, but the traverse jurors will not reunusual interest will be the agricultural
port until Thursday morning at 10 o’clock.
show in the lower hall, which will be in
The last rehearsal of tha Ellsworth
charge of the county farm demonstrator,
festival chorus before the Maine music George N. Worden. Exhibits
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
from the
festival In Bangor will be held this even- demonstration farms of the
county will
8.80
usual
at
the
inat
o’clock,
place,
ing
be shown. Miss C. N. Platts, of the Unistead of the usual hour. Members are reversity of Maine, has been secured to take
the
Chorus”.
to
“Hallelujah
bring
quested
charge of the domestic science departMrs. Lacy Emery, who has visited on ment and cooking school. Arrangements
the Pacific coast tor the past three have been made with the Bar Harbor A
returned to Ellsworth last week. Union River Power Oo. for lights for the
some of the leading companies of this and foriegn countries. months,
She want to Bangor Monday to make her eleotrioal display. The company will also
Mosey «• Leu sa Improved, Productive Real Estate. Established 18*7.
home with her son, Dr. W. E. Emery,
Dartmouth ’13, who has located in Bangor
for the practice of medicine.
For a copy of the
H. Leroy Hutchinson and William
the
of
Hutchinson were arrested at Vinalhaven
Jesus?
yesterday, and brought to Ellsworth by
or
Sheriff Silsby, charged with breaking and
M. Kihbany, write to
Abraham
by
to ALBERT N. CUSHMAN.
entering the slore of Gray Bros., of South
IMm
W.
J.
Ellsworth,
Tickle,
Brooksville. They will be arraigned in
Ellsworth, Maine.

5c and 10c

Admission,

EDISON DIAMOND DISC
PHONOGRAPHS

J. A. THOMPSON
MAIN

The Object of this
Advertisement

C. W.

&

F.

I_.

MASON,

C. C. BURRILL & SON
-INSURANC E^presenting

Motor Boat

to LET by day

lPPly

woek.

Why

pamphlet
Leadership

Union Trust

new

Company

ELLSWORTH,

MB.
Surplus, 9100,000

Capital, 9100,000.
Assets, 91.700,000

Receives

Deposits 8ubJeotto Check

LIBERAL INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS IN
which

department deposits made

on

or

before the

first of each month draw interest from that date.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
We

can

guarantee

and would

verv

to you the

best of

much appreciate

banking service,

vour account.

“The best way to accumulate money is to resolutely
save and bank a fixed portion of your income, no matter how small the amount.”

Hancock

We pay interest

on

$1.

County Savings Bank,
Ellsworth, Me.

Established 1873.

cruising yacht Eaglet, which has been
hauled out at the yards of the Ellsworth
A Machine Works the past two
Stephen Donovan left to-day for a short Foundry
years, has recently been purchased from
visit in Boston.
the Blair estate by F. L. Budlong, of occupy the central space oif the stage (or
J. P. Southard and wife spent the weekProvidence, K. I. The yacht baa been an electrical display which will be ol unend at Seal Harbor.
overhauled and fitted cat here, and went usual interest. Max Q. Cimbollek, now
Mrs. Joseph Luchini has gone to New into commission to-day.
Mr. Budlong director of music at Keith’s theatre, PortYork for a visit of a few weeks.
and wife, who have been in Ellsworth land, will be leader of the food fair orMiss Mabel N. Joy, of Portland, is the while the yacht was being overhauled, chestra—an all-soloist orchestra of ten
will sail for Providence on her. From pieoea. A new feature of the fair will be
guest of Mrs. Berths Joy Thompson.
Providence the yacbt will sail soon for an Ellsworth reunion in Ellsworth, or an
Karl K. Knowlton, of Deer Isle, was
Miami, Fla., and will cruise in southern old-home
day at the fair, when special inwaters this winter.
among visitors in Ellsworth yeBterday.
.76

David Hall, of Uaynham, Mass., is visiting bis daughter, Mrs. J. A. Cunningham.

The Broken Coin

BMuitonunt*.

noon.

Nanamisaie court, I. O. F., will give a
benefit ball at Odd Fellows hall WednesCONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrives* Ellsworth from the west at day evening, Oct. 20. Music will be fur6.42 a m. 4.28 p m, Sundays, 8 11 am.
nished by Sinclair’s orchestra. Dancing
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10a
will begin at 9 o’clock. Refreshments
m, 6.22 p m. Sundays, 6.20 p m.
will be served. The Foresters of Ellsworth
are famous for their good times, and this
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
ball, coming early in the fall season, will
AT BLLS WORTH POSTOFF1CB.
be welcomed by dance-lovers.
In eff'ci Sept. 26, 1916.
The Bangor All Star minstrels, sn ama-

on

Both Check and Savings

the Ellsworth municipal court this after-

Wanted—Oirl.
Lost—Watch.
Eastern Steamship Lines.
New England Tel A Tel Co-Notioe.
Notice—Ralph H Brooks.
Exec notire—Samuel Y Deslsles.
Notion of foreclosure—Allan Quint.
Found—Shift.
Bijou Theatre.
J W Tickle—Pamphlets free.

offers you every possible banking accommodation
within bounds of safety. We want your business

fjo credited monthly

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
Strand Theatre.

ELLSWORTH

OF

so. *>.

ellsworth, Maine, Wednesday afternoon, October 6,1915.

sMrituimtntg

Ntcolln Grange Fair.
next week the annual baE&ar, fair and shooting match of N icolin
grange will take place at the grange hall
st North Ellsworth.
At 10.30 a. m., George N. Worden,
county farm agent, will give a lecture on
acidity of the soil and a demonstration in

Tuesday of

*

soil-testing.

At 1 p. m., N. C. Sherwood, of the University of Maine, will lecture on the feed
and care of dairy stock, and give a demThe democrats of Ellsworth are schoolonstration in milk-testing.
ing tor a primary which will be held
Dinner wilt be served at noon, chicken
probably the latter part of this month or
supper at 6 o’clock, and a dance supper at
early in November, as.suggeated by Senator midnight. Music for the dance in the
Johnson, when they will be given opporevening, which will close the fair, will be
tunity to signify their choice among the
orchestra.
several candidates for the Ellsworth post- by Higgins’
mastership. The city committee will gat
Eel Grass Stops Navigation.
together some time next week, obtain the
Congressman Peters has received a large
consent of the several candidates to subnumber of petitions asking him to use his
mit the case to tbe democratic voters, and
influence in having a channel dug through
then arrange for the primary. All enthe eel graea at Mount Desert narrows,
rolled democrats of the city will be enand expects to present the matter to the
titled to vote, and already some of the River and
Harbor committee at the comcandidates are busy seeing that all demoing session of Congress in the hope that
crats are properly enrolled.
It has been
the merits of the project will be recogsuggested that only those democrats nized by the committee.
served by the Ellsworth poetoffloe should
As reported in This American several
be allowed to vote, but the primary is
weeks ago, the grass has accumulated in
the
that
this
is
a
based on
theory
politi- the narrows and near the toll bridge to
cal Job, a question of which of the several
such an extent as seriously to impede
is
wprthy candidates
politically entitled navigation, making it almost impossible
to the plnm, and it is, therefore, a matter fqy power craft of any kind to pass
through the narrows except at extreme
for the whole party tc decide.
high water.
vitation will be extended to former resi-

dents to be

present.

Fish Patrol Boata.
The State has recently purchased two
gasoline cruising launches, which will patrol the Maine coast with fish warden
crews looking for violators of the lobster
and fish laws. One of these, the Pauline,
purchased of W. H. Allen, of Machias, has
already gone Into commission. Her beat
is from Eastport to Kockland.
The other petrol boat, the sixty-five
foot launch Virginia, is now at the yard
of the Ellsworth Foundry A Machine
Works, having her interior remodeled to
fit her (or her new duties. She was purchased through Balph H. Kingsley, of
Bar Harbor, and was built but a few years
ago tor the late Bishop Alexander McKay
Smith, of Philadelphia, a summer resident
of Seal Harbor (or many years.
The Virginia is a handsomely finished
boat, all inside work being of mahogany,
and the crew will have comfortable as well
as handsome quarters.
She will be commanded by Albert E. Closson, of Ellsworth, who has been sailing her this
summer for the Bliss family.
Zenas Tabbutt, of Bar Harbor, will be the engineer.
Besides these two, she will carry two fish
wardens, while the captain and engineer
will also have appointments as wardens.
The Virginia has a speed of fourteen
knots. She will patrol the coast from
Bockland to Kittery, not the eastern
coast, as reported in a Bangor paper. She
will be ready for duty in about two
weeks.
Deer Isle Schooner In Trouble.
The Deer Isle schooner Samuel B. Hubbard, bound from Ingram, N. 8., for New
York, sprang aleak in the gale of last
week off Cape Cod, and became water-

logged.
Uapt. George L. Hardy, of North Deer
Isle, with his crew of four men, clnng to
the top of the aftor deck bouse for thirtysix hours, without food or water. T ey
were taken off bv the fishing schooner
Mary, and landed at Boston Monday.
The fishing schooner put a salvage crew
aboard the Hubbard. The Hubbard
towed into Boston harbor yesterday.

was

Hancock Fair a Success.
The annual fair of Pamola grange at
Hancock last Wednesday was a success.
In spite of the blustery day, the attendance wes good.
There was a fine lot of
exhibits, and the sports were interesting.
There was a large attendance at the dance
in the evening.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Tuesday, Oct. 12—at Grange hall, North
Ellsworth
Annual bazaar, fair
and
shooting match of Nicolin grange.
Wednesday evening, Oct. 20, at Odd Fellows hall
Benefit ball by Foresters.
Tickets, 36 cents; ladies free.
Friday evening, Oct. 29, at Hancock hall
—Hallowe’en party, by Unitarian club.
—

—

STATE.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 7,
8 and 9—Maine music festival at Bangor.

Reward of $5
upon conviction

of the
who
broke
the
party
in
the
second
glass
story
in rear of the brick shoe
factory, on Main St.

C. C. Burrill

LinnehansAutoLivery
Water St.,
TELEPHONE 117

Food Fair, Feb. 14-19, ’16

Ellsworth
OARAGE 66

I

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson II.—Fourth Quarter, For
Oct 10, 1915.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Tut of the L—on. II Kings ii, 1-12.
Memory Verses, 11, 12—Golden Text,
Pa. xvi, 11—Commentary Prepared by
Rev. D. M. Steams.

KDITD it
li

It* Motto:

same

Elijah

miming to our lesson lor tne cult,
we have one of the most Interesting and
fascinating records in the Bible, the
translation to heaven without dying of
the man who lay down under the Juniper tree and wanted to die. There will
be a generation of believers who will
not die, bat be caught up. changed in
a moment, to meet the Lord in the air.
and. for anght we know. It may be the
generation now living (1 Cor. xv. 51-53;
I These. lv, lb-18). The last walk together of these two men, Elijah and
Elisha, Is thrllllngly suggestive. As
they went from place to place Elijah's
“Tarry here, I pray thee.” and Elisha'9
reply, “As the Lord Uveth and as thy
soul Uveth I will not leave thee," remind us of the devotion of Kuth and
of Ittai (Both 1. 16-18; II Sam. xv,
21) and also of Pan! when be said:
“None of these things move me; neither count I my life dear unto myself."
"I am ready not to be bound only, bnt
also to die at Jerusalem for the name
of the Lord Jesus."
“Yea, doubtless,
a:;.l 1 count all things but loss for the
excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus uiy Lord" (Acts xx, 24; xxt 13:
Phil. ill. 8).

Tbe purposes of this cols an are snodne y
stated la tbe title and motto—it !• for tbe mat »1
benefit, and aim* to be helpful and bopefull
Being for tbe common good. It 1* for the common use—a public •errant, n purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for tbe interchange ot Ideas, la this capacity It solicits

Nothing less than this should be

our

devotion to the Lord Jesus Christ. The
words In verses 2, 4, 6, 8 and 11 are
continually with me. So they went
down, so they came, and they two
went on, and they two stood, they two
went over, they still went on.
Thus,
no doubt, that other translated man,
Enoch, walked with God until he went
home. The only requisite for snch a
walk Is, first, redemption by Hls blood
and then to be fully agreed with Him
about everything (Amos Ul. 3). How
wonderful that God Himself will dwell
is ns and walk in us, and how we do
fail to appreciate or realise It! (II Oor.
▼L 16.) As they went on together on
the east of Jordan, the waters of the
river having parted for them. Elijah
said to hU companion. “Ask what I
shall do for thee before I be taken
away from thee” (verse 9).

Sterling, Conn.—" I
Tears

to

THS AMEBICA5,
Kllswonh, Me.
JIM ASD JACK.

When Jack lay dead. Jim never came
To look at him or shed a tear:
A wreath o' roses bore his name.
Bat Jim himself did not come near.
“I'd like to 'member him,” he said.
“The way be wux at fifty-five.
An' ail th' good things I can say
I told him when he wux alive.

just reading

then

over

of 22

and 1 used to faint away every
month and was very
weak.
I was also
bothered a lot with
female weakness. I
read yoar little bode
*
Wisdom for Women,’ and I saw bow
others had been

mak-

ing practical application of them?

For,

by

are

yon to remember three
message# from the nieces to all

nieces. They give ns an insight into the tastes and minds and motive power ot those who form our wonderful circle of friendship end companion-

ship.
Perhaps

poles which erects the eye end by their
grotesque carvings and paintings furnish so
great so attraction, is but an evidence of tbe
clan system. I bought my "totem” st the old
moss-covered Russian trading post now used
as a souvenir store, snd had tbe symbols explained by tbe obliging clerk who was born
here at Sitka of Russian parents and is well

charm of this sympathetic
combination of oars, is tne fact that it is
fonnded on a mental basis, while our
versed in Indian lore.
hearts are open to the reception of that j
i On every hand was evidence of this hiving
which is best in the minds and souls of
j been s Russian village, in tbe architecture
each of ns. It is more to os than just the
of the old bouses and in tbe names of tbe
actual

one

things

the bond is
have

never

of time and sense,

because

there, although many ot

For
instance we walked along
off
at
and
turned
street,
Msk shutoff
Barauoff street, the latter named for the
first Russian governor by that name. Here
ia Peschou-cff «’reet not far from Monastery,
and we are reminded of one of our beloved
presidents as we walk down Lincoln avenue.
Aug. 2k--tailing again from Sitka and tostreet*.

us

met.

Bsxooa, Sept. 25. 1915.
Dear Aunt Badge and B. B. Sisters:
You may be sure I wss interested to reed
about the reunion, and wish I bad been there
with you. I thought of you all, aud what a
nice time you had and such a good day after
the rainy ones. Too bad there were not more
to go this year. I could see yon all la my
mind on fill's big piazza, but as I have been
lame and my daughter bas been ill nearly all
summer, X did not get down home to make my
annual visit. I received a nice long letter
from Aunt Madge and one from B. Is. 8., and a
post-card from B. O. B-, so you see I am not
forgotten, if I am away.
Bow I would have liked to have been at
B. £. 8,’s birthday surprise party, and had
some ot the good thing! to eat. I expact
every day to hear Aunt Madge hoe gone to
Massachusetts to see her new grandson.
I suppose most of I be sisters are busy with
their fall work and are making pickles and
Jelly aad pumpkin pies and mlnoe meat. I
wish I had something Interesting to write,
hut ns I have not, will close by sending beet
wishes to all.
Ino as.

fourth degree*
candidates, followed

MARRAPAQUA. 477, SOUTH BLCEHILL.

BAY9IDK,

_____

j

bas

rendered up its

family.
a token of respect, oar
draped for a period of
page of our records be dedicated to his memory; that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the bereaved *amily
and one to Thb Ellsworth American for

Rewired. That, as
altar acd charter be

thirty days,

a

psy toll. You

you

Pomona

grange
for the election

held
of

grange.
The program of the host grange included solo by Marcia Burrill, recitation,
Maunoe Miller; solos, Clifford Burrill;
story, N. B. Colby; vocal duet, Clifford
aud Marcia Burrill; piano solo, Ethel
Fogg. Hirsm Hsrnman and others responded to a request for suggestions for
the good of the order.
BCHOODIC. 406. warns HARBOR.
Bcboodic grange. No. 408, met Bept. 30,
with twenty-two preeent.
One application waa received.
Pomona will meet
with Bcboodic grange Oct. 14.

BIRCH HARBOR.
C. A. Lawrence is

visiting in Maaa-

acboetta.
E. A. Pet tee is having his house painted
by B. W. Hancock.

are

not

the

Inneral ot Van-

yet at

C.

NOHTH FRANKLIN.

Lyman Wilbur, ot Franklin, baa purnearly reached. W* are coming to learn chased a motor and awing machine,
which he will use in his palp wood busithe value of fatigue ss a warning. Those
ness, thus doing swsy with the old
who do the best work stop just before method ot awing by hand.
they ore tired.’ ”
Shoes for Tramping.
In the Woman’t Homo Companion, C.
U. Olaudy writes on interesting article on
tramping, which is filled with practical
suggestions. One of tbs important points
he insists upon is that sticks and stones
will punch and injure your feet if you do
not wear the right kind of shorn. Follow
ing is his description of his own shorn for

tramping:
“They or* heavy-soled, but pUabls.
And you notice the tops don’t eome way
up high like so many tramping boots.
All dsad weight, unless you are walking
in wet places or tbrougn dens* underbrush. We will wsar canvas leggins sod
shoos of ordinary height. Be main bar, w*
are going over a mountain.
No marsh or
dank, lush, wet undergrowth, but lots of
and sticks.
Climbing is hard
the bottoms of your fasti”
stones

Feel

on

languid, weak, run down? Headache?
Stomach
A good remedy la Burdock
Blood Bittere.
Ask your druggie
Price

fi-OO—ddv.

Between Two Fires.
She waa desperately gone on them
both, and she couldn't think which one
to choose. It was rather perplexing,
no doubt, for one she was bound to refuse.
She gased at them both In despair,
quite puzzled to knbw what to do. As
eoon as she thought about one she
eared for the other one too.
They still remained under her gaze,
little recking the trouble they brought
It really was hard to decide.
They
were both so delightful, she thought
She couldn't say which one she’d
have; her efforts fell hopelessly flat
It's really exceedingly hard selecting
a new hat

Vary Musical.
“The Latin tongues are the most musical, I suppose.”
A man
“Chinese is very musical.
talking Chinese sounds Just like a performer playing the piccolo."—Kansas

City Journal.

in

jeopardy.

There is

no

such

cannot

belong

same

lo two countries at

yon will, toe bring rich, but 1Un t
oncocared fcndi bntom hit
man
gifto to eterring Beldam and
And there era other* who out
n
forgotten; they are found in
dt,
hamlet and the eoantry
weyalde, for tb,J
poured their money oat like
Here in Ogden many gar*. *od ,
from the widow'* mite to the more
,ob
ataotial endowment of the rich,
and M
and
willingly
modeatiy that only the
recording angel know*.

J”

|

A Diet for Good Looks.
Bome Companion

Id

ip.

highly practical and eireedingi,
intereatiog article by Alice Ftrnbsm
Leader, a New York phyaician. entitled

peers

s

“Health and Good Looks”. The
author
rates lor the girl who
wants
look her best. She says that health
depends upon food, sleep aDd Iresh air, and

gives

upon piijaand prescriptions.
“Right eating does not mean givingDp
the foods you like; it means
balancing
not

your menu to get the full value of ell
foods. The general mixed diet of whole,
some food will, as a rale, give more
Dourisbment and strength than
overeating of
If yon find some meat
one kind of food.
disagreeing with you, by aU mesne give
it up, but don't straightway conclude that
yon must become e vegetarian in order to
remain well.

“Strike

e midway course;
if you like
it, but iu moderation, aa s rale
only once daily. Fried n eat is always indigestible, soav -id it inn confine y. irwlf
io that which bes be* a roas.ec. bioiled or

meat eat

stewed.

"Vegetables are worth their weight in
doctors’ fees.
Eat plentifully of them,
except when they ere cooked by frying.
This method of cooking not only robs the
food of its health value but surrounds it
with dogging grease.”
Gw* Rid of Those Poisons la Tour system 1
You will Bed Dr. Kies’s New Life Pills s
most satisfactory
laxative la releasing the
poisons front year system.
Accumulated
waste sad poisons cause manifold ailments
unless released.
Dluiusss. spots belorr the
and
s
miserable
fee,in* ireueyes, blackness
entity are Indications that you nred Hr.
King’s New Life Pills. Tnkr s oose lo-uiabt
nod you will experience grateful relief by
morning. 28c.

one

time.

This is not the hour or place to discuss
international questions, and 1 do not intend to attempt it, but suggestions along
that line may help to clarity the minds
of those who have iboogbt liu'e about it.
1 shall not touch on the moral aspect of
the question, but leave tbat to Mr. Bryan
and bia followers, and dwell for the moment on the lawful feature*, as set forth
by international treaties, since time without mind, and should be more or less

Ita

officers
with New Century grange October 2. The
address of welcome was given by E. W.
Burrill, master of host grange, and the response by Thomas Grieve, of Halcyon
Then followed a fine solo by
grange.
Nellie Cook and
reports of officers.
Master and overseer were elected before the
noon recess, during which one of New
i Century's good dinners was enjoyed by
about lot) patrons.
The following officers were elected:
j
f Master, E. W. Burrill; overseer, Thomas
:
Nellie M.
Grieve;
lecturer,
Wood;
! steward,
Eugene
Osgood; assistant
Herbert
! steward,
Grindie; chaplain,
Hiram
Norris
treasurer,
Harriman;
i Heath; secretary, Jennie Grindie; gate| keeper, Walter Gray; Ceres, Carolyn
session

one

and the

HANCOCK POMONA.

to attend
vitality—its Saturday
della Bickford.
begin to
Oct. 4.
that place; you

simply physically tiled. But this tire
is dangerous, because it is the warning
that the limit of your physical support is

be but

Julia M. Estey,
Sarah E. Dotlx,
Sc* Prat.

Hancock

nor

thing as German-American or ScotcbAmerican; you are either one or the other,

publication.

nerves

are

stayed.”

flinches in the hoar of danger.
When one born in a foreign country,
whether in the Fatherland of Germany,
or among the heathery glades of Scotland,
at mention of whose name your eyes fill
with homesick tears, these all belong to
that country from which they came until
they have passed through the meltingpot of naturalisation, there to become
American citisens without hyphens or
frills, and for whose protection the president of your country will turn out its
army and every ship, even though there

peril,

Wkereae, The Divine Master has again entered onr great grange home and removed
and beloved past chaplain.
our honored
Brother J. Wilson Jordan, therefore be It
That in the passing away of
Beeolred.
Brother Jordan. Baytide grange. No. 476, has
lost s helpful and devoted member.
Rerolved, That we bow in bumble submission to the will of the Great Master; and extend onr heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved

excess

the

be

But the nag of yco- country. son mine,
desert* a worthy cause in times of

MEMORIAL resolutions■

Mra. Nora Lindsey and son Andrew are
visiting in Beal Harbor.
Stop Before Von Are Tired.
In the Worn*n’t Homo Companion,
Sunday morning a little daughter came
Action story to the home ot Mr. and Mrs. Prank Bice.
Margaretta Tattle write*
entitled “The Kane way Best Core”, in
Mrs. B. P. Cowperthwaite has returned
which a physician gives s patient the
from a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Prank
(oilowing good advice:
Worcester, in Orono.
‘It is not the brain, nor the character
Mrs. Lilia Davis, Nellie Temple, Cora
that suffers first from overwork, bat the
and Flora Coombs went to Btueben
body; and it is not until after the body Perry

youthfuiness—that

waves

never

j

Wicked men have oft said something
like this, at least the first part of It,
as the king to Esther and Herod to
It givas us much pleasure to hear from
Herodlaa. It is not long since we
beard the Lord say It to Solomon. Oor yon again, and we hope yon and yoars
Lord Jeans said It to the blind man, will continue to improve. Mow we will
bat what shall we aay ot John xlv, 13, go on with A ant Hue.
14, written for os and being said to
Sitka, Aug. S7.
ns continually, "Whatsoever ye shall
Sitka, the beautiful, with the Ulaadask In my name that wfll I do, that the studded ocean to the wist and to the east the
Father may be glorified In the Son.” snow-capped Seven Sisters, from whose
Elisha wanted something very definite- heights comes the picturesque Indian river,
Sitka, the quaintest of quaint old towns aad
ly, and he asked for It, and be ful- the end of oar tour. We are charmed
with
filled the conditions, and he received It. this ancient
trading post of the Russians,
The conditions seemed easy, bnt they and would love to stay over a week. In fact,
Implied Intense and unwearied stead- we are already talking of another cruise to
Alaska in June, the next time, so as to get the
fastness.
If we would walk with the Lord and long days and the rushing torrents. Then
we want to spend at least two weeks la Sitka.
look upon Him and unto Him aa InOar captain gave us four hours, and we
tently as Elisha looked upon Elijah surely made the most of every moment, rethat day we would see some desires gretting only that we came back to the
We must ask expectantly, steamer for lunch. We landed in the bright,
granted.
bellevlngly. persistently. In His name clear sunshine of an Alaskan forenoon, and
and for His glory.
Well. Elisha did at once the tourists started in various direcHe saw Elijah tions. My partner and I went first to the
not fall In looking.
agricultural experiment station, and were
taken and received what be sought,
greatly surprised to see the vigorous growth
and others saw that he had received of
vegetables of all kinds such as are grown
It. He rent his own clothes, suggest- in temperate climate. We were more suring the end of self, took up the mantle prised to learn that strawberries of great else
of Elijah that fell from him. smote and excellent flavor had ripened already, and
the waters, and they parted hither and luscious raspberries were then on the bushes.
The Flowers in great profusion were growing
thither, and Elisha went over.
here, and the superintendent said he had
moat of the prophets were watching,
English daisies is the yard from February
and they said. “The spirit of Elijah to November.
And this is what we have
doth rest on Elisha” (verses 14, IS). called the frosen region of the North.
If we are redeemed we are here In
Next we visited the industrial school for
Christ’s stead to manifest His life and Indians and the Sheldon Jackson museum.
do His works by His spirit dwelling The latter contains an invaluable collection,
as many of the ancient native articles cannot
in us.
now be duplicated.
The request of the young man to be
Farther on we passed
the little
permitted to look for Elijah lest the home settlement of the through
Indians, many of
spirit of the Lord might have taken them being neat, white-painted houses. Behim to some mountain or valley was
yond is Lovers Lane, the beautiful Indian
finally granted by Elisha, though be river road, made most attractive by gay totem
When poles placed here and there along the way.
knew how vain It would be.
Enoch waa taken be alao was sought These totem poles and what they represent
I fascinated me most of all. I had always suptor, but was not found, as we learn
until this trip that the totem was a sort I
What a search for posed
from Heb. xl. 5.
of an idol but find they are simply symbols
the missing ones there will be when adopted to distinguish social clans. The
the church is taken, but not one shall totem pole is, in reality, among these Alaskan
be found. Yet as truly as Elijah was Indians, what the ooat-of arms is to the European nobleman. After a little study, one beseen with Christ on the Mount or
Transfiguration about 900 yean later, comes much Interested in tracing the origin
of some of the clans. The forest of totem
no when Christ who Is our life, shall
appear we shall appear with Him In
Coughs That as* stopped!
Careful people tee that they are stopped.
glory (Col. 111. 4) when He shall reDr.
New Discovery Is a remedy of
King’s
His
king- tried
turn to the earth to set up
merit. It has held its own on the mardom. fulfilling the transfiguration fore- ket for M years. Tooth and old age testify
to its
and healing qualities. Pneushadowing. The constant expectation moniasoothing
and long troubles are of tea caused by
of being caught up to meet the Lord delay of treatment. Dr. King’s New Discovery stops those hacking coughs and relieves
In the air will tend to separate os from Is
grippe tendencies. Money back if It fails. I
56c. and tl-OS
this present evil age.
>

diaappoint

admiration.

8 o’clock.

annual

will not

Tbe American flag! Look yonder and be
thrilled with feelings of veneration and
love, for in all tbe wor'.d there is no
sjmbol so worthy your confidence end

candidate wss inpresent.
structed in tbe third and fourth degrees.
The lecturer pro tern, furnished a program
of mosic, recitations, reading and stone*.
Grange will now open at 7JO, instead of

!

stripes of America

proud

members

One

were

at

them.

470. ELLSWORTH.

29, twenty-eight

September

with you

the toest,

The American flag is the dumb
voice o! eloquence that pledgee hope to
tbe defenseless over then, and warns tbe
tyrant and oppressor: “Thus far ebaJt
thou go end no farther; bare shall tby

program of songs, readings, charades
phonograph selections. At recess s
One name was
**T” party was enjoyed.
received for membership.
and

ward the south, we witch many snow-capped
peaks and glaciers roaring down ravines,
streams conrsing down the sides and breaking into most beautiful cataracts. Have been
counting the small icebergs broken from
some glacier, up to this time seventeen In all,
of varied shapes and sizes, hot none large Webster; Pomona, Mary Burrill; Flora,
|
enough to be a menace. Just passed a most ! Blanche Osgood; lady assistant steward,
beautiful one which by the stretch of tbe
Gertrude Churchill.
Mary M. Burrill
imagination might easily become a phantom acted as
inatailing officer, assisted by J.
Indian
canoe with the spirit form of an
A. Leach and wife, of East Eddington
maiden in the
prow.
Just here, in my writing, the bergs came
thicker and larger, with hundreds of small
particles floating all around, and found we
were in the inlet leading to Tnkar glacier,
been anxiously
one of the places we had
awaiting. Here are two ice-rivera, side by
side, splendid examples of a "dead** and "live”.
Tbe one to the left, gray and dingy, with the
strip of shore between it and tbe sea; the live
glacier, bright, sparkling and bine. The
Indians call it the Spirit’s home.
To-night we visited the greet Treadwell
mine, the largest ia regard to tonnage and
the second largeet in the United States as to
output. It in said that this one mine alone
has snore than three times paid the purchase
price of Alaska. The honr spent there under
a competent guide was very interesting and
instructive.
Aug. IP—A quiet Sunday spent in reading
and writing; only one stop at Ketehican to
take on about MOO eases of canned salmon,
making in all 60,000 cases we have taken on
our return trip.

end

presented

the lecturer pro tem.

s

dia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

the other

three

refreshments.

Sept. 28,

Tonnjr Girls, Heed This Advice.
Girls who are troubled with painful or
we
introdnce one, by way of a little
irregular periods, backache, headache, j
recreation, bat even then, there is asaally
dragging-down sensations, fainting
a suggestion which bolds a hint or lesson
spells or indigestion.should immediately j
for os.
seek restoration to health by taking Ly|
I want
Then, too,

on

to

tbia crucial moment, America is
more thsn a melting-pot; it also is tbe
beacon light to the oppressed, and giowe
with incandescent splendors, end to that
glorious halo tbe tear-dabbled faces
across tbe see ere turned for help, in this
bour of their dire extremity, and the stars

MAHIATILLS. 441.

yon see, there is generally some sort of a
lesson in each one of them. Occasionally

poems

globe.
But,

the third and

worked

beta

of America, always thereafter to be tbe
snperlative peer of any country on tbe

21- Meeting of Hancock
grange with Rainbow grange.
North Brooksrille.

were

an

great pleasure to bo
honor to respond

superb

Thursday. Oct.

Sept. 25,

a

There’s magic in tbe
America, America.
soond. America is the grant meltingpot of tbe world! This it is because from
tbe fiery crucible of naturalisation may
or color
emerge any nationality, tongue
citisene of tbe United Steles
to be

reason.

Pomona

Massena, N. Y.—“I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
and 1 highly recommend it. If anyone
wants to write to me I will gladly tell
her about my case. I was certainly in
a bad condition as my blood was all turning to water. I had pimples on my face
and a bad color, and for five years I had
The
been troubled with suppression.
doctors called it ‘Anemia and Exhaustion,' and said I was all run down, but
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound brought me out all right.”—Miss
La visa Myp.es, Box 74, Massena, N.Y.

selected

or are we

week,

and

Meeting cf Oreon
Thursday, Oct. 14
Mountain Pomona with Schoodic grange,
Winter Harbor.

like a new girl and I am now relieved
I hope all young
of all these troubles.
girls will get relief as I have. I never
felt better in my life.”—Mrs. John
j
Tetreault, Box 116, Sterling, Conn.

If. B. Friend*:
we

gfai

good

decided to try it, and
it has made me feel

“It wouldn't seem jea* right fer me
To stand a>taikin’ by his bier.
An* gaxe on eyes that cannot see.
An' speak tbe things he cannot hear.
He understood afore he went
Th’ way I’d feel when he wux dead,
An’ I am happy in th’ thought
That while be lived my praise wux said.”
—Detroit Free Press.
Selected by B. E. 8.

poems from week to

a

_

U is

maatcatioDa will be xnbject to approval by
tbe editor, bat none will be rejected without

helped by Lydia E.
Pink ham's Vegetable Compound, and

“It ain’t no use for me t’ go
An' praise his good deeds far an' near.
Let them do that a* didn't show
Their love fer him when he wax here.
It ain't fer me to stand around
An* prate abont bis virtues good,
What I can say I said to him
When he wux here and understood.

Are

am

A. k.Ooa[Extracts froei aa address hr Ofdoa. of Ogdea. Utah, a aatlve of Peapbepot.
delivered before the “BcoUleh Cronies” of
Ogden 1

Tktooliai la opea to oil rranger* for ta*
discussion of topic* of (aacral internet, ead
for reports of grange meeting*. Make letter*
short had concise. All commnalcsUoaa moat
he signed, has names will act be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

Who Suffered As Many Girls
Do—Tells How She
Found Relief.

communication*, and Us success depends largely
Comon tbe support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but tbe name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of tbe column, but none
will be rejected without rood reason. Address

Dear

This eolnna U imM mtht Ornngv. <w
poeloUy talk* |<U|M of Haacock county.

M STERLING
UVES A GIRL

Helpful and Hopeful”

sit communications

The first book of Kings ends with a
brief record of Ahab's successor, bis
son Ahagish- who walked in the ways
of bis father and mother and of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, who made
Israel to sin. There Is also the record
of the death of Jehosbaphat, as well as
a brief record of his good reign.
The
second book of Kings opens with a
record of the sickness and death of
the son of Ahab, how he sent to Inquire of Baal-zebub instead of the true
God, and the Lord sent Elijah to meet
the messengers and tell them that because the king had turned from God
to idols he would surely die.
Then
follows the record of the two captains
and their fifties who were sent to take
Elijah, but were destroyed by fire
from heaven.
Compare Rev. xi, 3-6.
and note that one of the two witnesses
of those days will probably be this

Earner Resident of Haaeoek County
So Term* Celled SIMM.

••sinrr iumT.

C*m*4ahnIMto*^p'f

fcmtoMag.

THE HEI»TWO POT.

among tt)t Granger*.

Bmrfit Column.

fftstnal

familiar to yon.
Often you hear

I- For
I Bread
tCake or |

I Pastrylj

condemn the
munitions intended
for the belligerents, arguing that if these
supplies were not afforded, the war would
cease, but they do not perceive that if we
hereafter were at war
with another
country that same rule would tie our own
hands, but at least that is an altruiatic
a
question that is not before us this evening, only the legal phase of providing
munitions for the belligerents.
and you needn’t worry
The great powers of Europe, with the
United States, some yean ago, met in conabout baking day. Bread?
vention at The Hague, 1 believe, and setAlways light, fine and white.
Cakes and pies? Biscuit?
tled conditions of a neutral oountry in time
The best yon tnr tasted!
of war. What they did then is now bindBesides, Wmsa TsB goes
ing on the suhacriben to the contract.
farthest—worth rememBy agreement a neutral country has the
bering when living is so
undisputed right to sell munitions of war
high. Think of all this,
to either, or both, belligerent#, bat if
end instead of ordering
cap* urea, wnue id iu act, by the party to
•‘floor” order
_
which it waa not consigned, the cargo is
liable to confiscation. Contraband of one
I
oonntry are tboae articles that may contribute to the success of the other aids
and may be seised and condemned, and
the consignor haa no remedy.
Gun powder, guncotton, and all that
sort are contraband, and American manuHMliCUMH, HA^thA 1U.
facturers are now busy creating them.
C. 1T. GKINDAL.
are
being consigned to
Usually they
England and her allies, because tbe
watchful eye of England la guarding
many coasts to prevent those munitions
from getting into Germany and among
her allies, but American manufacturers
Breathing a Germ Killing Air Enwould ss willingly Mil to Germany, if tbe
dorsed By Actual Results
goods could be got into her porta.
The' discovery of Hyomei has
American foodstuffs now held in London
wrought a wonderful chance in the
by England amount to more than flS,00b- treatment of catarrh.
Prior to three years ago the medi000, and the complaint ia that England is
derelict in not coming to some conclusion cine* ordinarily employed in the cure
of
this disease were drugs, sprays, loas to their disposition.
Foodstuffs and
clothing and the like, when not intended tions. etc. In some instances they
was
for a belligerent, are not contraband. benefited, but the improvement
not lasting.
Tbe consignments were mads to Sweden,
With Hyomei yon take into the air
and other neutral countries, and England
passages of your throat ami head a
haa no right to meddle with them. But balsamic air that
goes into the minutEngland pretends that these supposed est cells, and should effectually kill
destinations are a ium to get the stuff all genus and microbes of catarrh. Its
into Germany by running a blockade purpose is to enter the blood with the
where thinly protected, and a small cloud oxygen, killing the germs in the blood,
whole sysof uneasiness ia perceived rising between ami restore health to the
tem. Many astonishing testimonials
and
America
becauM
England
of this. have been received from those who
But let us hope that the cloud will die- have been
helped by Hyomei.
solve into thin air.
A complete outfit is inexpensive, and
Aa a matter of tact, it thoM cargoes includes an inhaler, dropper and sufwere really intended for
Germany, and ficient Hyomei for several weeks
her alliM, and it can be so proved,
Eng- treatment.
Perhaps the strongest evidence that
land had the undoubted right to capture
fact
and confiscate them, and appropriate them can be given to doubters, is the
that G. A. Parcher had so much faith
to her own um, without being
qtteetioned, in Hyomei that he sells every packbut ahe had no right to condemn them if
age under a positive guarantee to reintended for a neutral port, such aa fund the
money if it does not relieve.
Sweden, Norway, lftnmark and M re rat
others, no matter how great her own
necessities.
manufacture of

persons

war

Just order

sack of

WilHam TeD Flour

Old and New Wav
To Treat Catarrh

Contributions by way of the American
Bed Cross on their merciful errand to
stricken Belgium on the one aide, and to
Poland on the other, without
distinction,
are Mfeguarded by all
belligerents, and
haa lifted our country in the warm
appreciation of all the world, aa nothing else
haa done, and made her
honored
and loved above all others. But the
philanthropic ships that carry tbe gilts most
not be armed in any man Mr, nor
carry
contraband goods, nor attempt to
mcaps
when ordered to shorten aail.
God bleM the people who loaded thoaa
■hips with and foj d clothing, tor
hungry and naked, and with condenaed
milk for the pinched and
starving babe
whose mother’s maternal fount of bleaaednem went dry becauM ahe
hermit was

I

MAKE YOUR CASH WORK

I

Nawcfc Ca SaHulta*. Ellsworth

g

This bank not only affords unques- I
Honed protection tor savings, but ■
adds to all deposits at a liberal rste ■
of interest.
ll

—rarcnpTfl
HAIM BALSAM
A

toll ft preparation of inert*In eradicate dandruff-

Helps

Me. sea

in.se siovevi'-'s —I

The merchant take deea not advertise in
a

dull season stakes it

ntore

those who do advertise.

profitable for

Mere
Man
Stery of the

Wooing

Fair Niaa Mae

“I5

of the

Pope.

Bjr FA1WIE BURST
Copyrtkht by Frank A. Munny Co.
With exquisite precision Miss Max

Pope—M-s-e, please—festooned

a

yel-

low silk scarf, fringe edged, over on*
A
corner of the parlor mantelpiece.
bisque shepherd fastened the drape lr
place nnd smiled down the length of
his shelf at a bisque shepherd lass who
leaned serosa a bisque railing and returned the identical smile.
Between the two a gilt framed photograph of Miss Mse Pope, taken at
the age of fifteen, held center place.
Accurately posed in a white frock and
communion veil, her figure was the
erect result of a rigid vertebra and a
photographer's brace.
Miss Tope took up the gilt frame,
breathed upon Its face, polished the
glass protection and replaced It upon
Its lace mat
"Maw." she called, “ain’t yon done
with them supper dishes yet?”
Almost Immediately Mrs. Pope appeared between the portieres, wiping
her moist pink hands on a towel.
“Say. what do you think this here
Is, the Waldorf-Astoria? If you're in
such a hurry why don't you come out
and cut your own ham and slice your
own

“Looky," cried Ulaa Pope, ~lt’s time
to dress."
Be sure and
sing fer him, Mae."
1 dou,t hntry and
get dressed
I U look like a
rag, I will."
Two hours rnter Miss
Pope reappeared through the bead
portieres. There
was a pink spot on each
cheek and a
perky pink bow in her hair and at hei
throat. Her brief sleeves terminated
at the elbows in
pink rosettes.
Mr. Sarpy rose from his three
legged
chair In great haste and much ember,
rassment.

bread?"

“Fer hind's sake, maw, I ain’t deefr
"The sandwiches Is ready,” she retorted Irrelevantly enough, “and the
glasses nnd root beer is on the tray. In
my day gurls didn't set np to their
young men this away.”
"When I keep company with a genleman friend like Mr. Sarpy yon ain't
got no kick coming.”
“I ain’t sayln’ nothin' 'til I've seen
Men are a deceivin' lot.
him.
You
can't tell nothin' about ’em.”
“Ain't I told you three times, maw,
that he's been in the gents’ furnishing
four months? Virginia Tompkins used
to know him when he was In the white
goods over at Tracy's. He’s the goods
nil right.”
"Huh:" said Mrs. Pope.
"He ntn't set up to another girl on
the floor but me”—
"That fer all you know."
"If It wasn't that I was put over on
the book sale, I never would even have
seen him.
lie's the smart kind, he Is.
There ain't a noon hour ho don't come
over to the books and read around.”
'Then what's he settln' up to you
fer?" Mrs. Pope sniffed suspiciously.
"Yon ain't nothin’ In the book line."
"I cnn't keep a fellow from getting
stuck on me, can I?” Miss Pojie lowered her eyes.
"Sixty seven dollars ain’t bad money," assented the mother.
“Sixty-seven fifty,” corrected her

daughter.
"Just gimme one look at him an’
I'll know more about him ’n you and

Virginia Tompkins together.”
"Per lands sake, maw, don't ferglt
what to say when I mnke you acquainted."
Mrs. Pope glanced at her daughter
with Intent to wither. “I knew man-

“Good evening. Miss Pope.”
His hair fitted his head like a yellow oilskin cap, and his
complexion

was
correspondingly fair. When Mr.
Sarpy shaved it was as manly pastime

rather than hirsute necessity.
“How d’ye do, Mr. Sarpy?”
They shook hands.
“Ain't this n pleasant evenin’?"
“It is that," agreed Mr.
Sarpy.
Miss Pope smoothed her white dress
until it clung to her like an
ephod of
grace and crossed her feet daintily.
Her companion let his hands
hang over
his knees and busied himself
yanking
his neck about his small tall collar.
"I didn't see you when I left the
store, Mr. Sarpy.”
“Indeed, I was in the vicinity of the
shirts all day.”
“By the way, you ain’t never mot
maw, have you?”
“Beg pardon?"
“I say, you ain’t never met maw,
have you 7”
“No, no, I never bad the pleasure."
Mr. Sarpy’s neck darted uneasily again.
“Well, wbat-a you know about that,
and I been talkin' about you ever since
I got the book shift! I’ll call her this
minute.”
Mr. Sarpy half raised himself from
the divan.
Please don t let me disturb”— he
began, bnt Miss Hope had pirouetted,
light as breeze, between the portieres
that pattered like rain.
"Oh, m-aw!” Her voice came back
to him like a bell. “Oh, maw, dear,
would you stop readln' long enough to
step Into the parlor and meet Mr.
Sarpy T'
Mrs. Pope laid aside a large woolen
arrangement she was knitting and rose
stiffly from her chair. Her spotted silk
dress rustled.
In that brief moment Miss Pape
straightened the maternal neckband,
whispered a Unal admonition In her
mother's very red ear and danced back
into the parlor.
"Ma'll be here In Just a minute, Mr.
Sarpy. Sbo's always readln'!"
Presently Mrs. Tope hove In. She
rattled when she walked, and after you
had regarded her for a bit the large
white spots on her black gown began
to magnify and rotate until the gift of
sight became a curse.
"Maw, I want to make you acquainted with my friend Mr. Sarpy."
"Pleased to meet you, ma'am.” Mr.
Sarpy bowed to a careful angle.
“Pleased to meet yon, sir.
Nice
weather, ain't It?”
"It Is that” carefully reseating himself.
"Mae says you work at the Biggest
store too."
“Yes. ma'am; I'm in the aisle adjoining to the books.”
"Well, well, so books Is your special
line.”
“No'm.” Mr. Sarpy si>oke with some
reluctance.
“I'm In the gents' furnishing—next aisle to the books.”
“So gents’ furnlshln’ Is your partlc’lar line!”
Ao, ma tin; l have been In the hardware and In the white goods.”
“Mae, why don't you sing ter your
friend?
She ain't got a had stngtn'
voice when she's In practice.”
With her forefinger Mae traced a pattern on the brocade.
“Aw, maw,” she remonstrated and
glanced out of one eye at Mr. Sarpy.
“I’d be pleased to hear you sing,
Miss Pope.”
But
“And me with such a cold!”
she spread herself over the piano stool
and cast her eyes In modest fashion
at a remote angle of the celling.
After a long and fervent crescendo
the performer swung lightly around on
her stool.
"You play Just grand,” said Mr.

Sarpy.
“Ob, you Jollier, and
a

me

with such

cold!”

"Maybe Mr. San>y would like

some

refreshments Mae.”
The root bier and sandwiches were
Mr. Sarpy iwrtook with digserved.
nity and reserve.
“Do have another sandwich. Mr.

Sarpy."
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hi. Dim BOW1D TO A OABWOIi ANQLm
Here

before you

was

bom,” she

ru-

bbed.

Jlaw"—Miss Pope beut forward on
the divan, the dawn of an Inspiration
flushed her face—“where’s them books
Elbe’s boss gave her after the Sixth
aveuue store flrer
“Out proppin’ up the kitchen table
'eg so It won’t wabble.
Watcherwant?"
A flash of red kimono and Miss Pope
disappeared. Almost immediately she
returned with three small volumes in
the curve of her arm, a yellow and
Mfghtly damaged by Are copy of Owen
Meredith’s “Lucille,” an old edition of
"Thelma," and a brown bound “Autocrat of tha Breakfast Table."
She
•tacked them symmetrically on the
'enter tabta.
“These books look flne,” she cried.
d dock struck the half hour.

“No. thank you.” He placed his glass
on
the mantelpiece and flecked his
lips with his handkerchief. Miss Pope
coughed twice behind her hand, and
her mother rose.
“1 guess I'll be saying good night,
.Mr. Sarpy, t's old folks ain’t so spry
on our legs as you young ones.”
Miss Pope blushed.
"Good night, Mrs. Pope. I’m pleased
that I met you.”
“Same to you,” said Mrs. Pope, closing the folding doors behind her.
Miss Pope reHe bowed her out.
mained at the center table, ruffling
the leaves of a book Idly through her
Mr. Sarpy returned to her
lingers.
side.
"Your mother’s a pleasant. Intelligent

lady."
“We think she’s nice,” she replied

archly.
He took the book gently from her
band.
He held
“What are you reading?”
& sidewise and read the title, his face

brightening.
"
‘Lucille.’ Oh. Miss Pope, are you
fond of ‘Lucille’ too?”
“I jaat lore It She's my favorite.”
They talked in subdued tones, and
after awhile he wandered over to the
hearth, took the gilt framed photograph from off the muntelplece and regarded It thoughtfully.

"That old thing"' she objsrta* A CHARTER FOR CHILDHOOD.
■That old thing's six years oldr’
"It’s last beautiful,” be said softly Ohio Cod Mm Child Wolfar* Lavra, but
“Now, you stop your Jollying!”
No Other State Dot*.
Mr. Sarpy, In whose blood ran the
If any one asks what the laws afcorpuscles of philosophy, studied the fecting children are In New York state
picture with a thoughtful pucker be po person in any position can without

tween his eyes.
“From the child to the woman; from
the communion veil to the wedding
Tell.”
There was a crucial pause.
“You got such a poetical way about
you,” she whispered.
He moved nearer, and their faces
startled and flushed, were reflected Is
the mirror.
“Guess what I’m thinking?”
he
asked.
“Oh, you!" she gasped, with a
telepathy that would have roused
science.

“You’re Just my style of a girl. Miss
Pope. If I do say It myself. I’m not
like most fellows, that want a girl to
be pretty and nothing else. I like them
to know about books and things.
That’s what I say.”
"I’ve always been that a-way,” she
confessed.
“You aren’t like other girls.”
The
perennial phrase fell fresh from his

Ups.
“If I thought you meant It”
“I do.” His hand worked open her

~

CASTBRIil

considerable research answer the question, according to a statement made by
Homer Folks at the Eleventh Annual
Conference on Child Labor. The only
state in the Union where it could be
readily answered Is Ohio, since Ohio is
the only state that has codified its
child welfare laws.
A committee appointed last May at
the National Conference of Charities
and Corrections, with C. C. Carstens
of Boston at Its head and Edward N.
Clopper of the National Child Labor
Committee as one of its most active
members. Is now at work drafting a
children’s charter that would show
how all laws relating to children
should be co-ordinated and that could
be adopted as a whole or In part according to the needs of the individual
state.
The benefits or tne enuaren

b

For Infants and Children^

The Kind Yon Have

Always Bought
Bears the

Signature

cnarter

will not be confined to a clearing up of
the principles on which the various organizations and committees which are
Interested In the needs and rights of
childhood should base their work. In
fact, the friends of the charter are Inclined to believe that Its greatest value
may He In the simple fact that It will
encourage co-operation. The drafting
of the charter, which will be In Itself
a co-operative effort, will teach workers In the various fields to think of
their work as a part of a larger whole.
The relation, for Instance, between
the school attendance officer, the factory Inspector, the Juvenile court worker and the administrator of mothers'
pensions will become a practical help
to each of them. For the child such
co-operation all along the line should
mean that the care that Is now avaUable for the child who happens to come
under the eye of the official or social
worker who is fitted to meet his case
will be extended to a larger proportion
of those who need it.

&_X

iOYS ON THE NIGHT SHIFT.
Pennsylvania Now Prohibits It, but
Maryland and West Virginia Do Not.
After Jan. 1, 1016, no more young
boys will be working on the night shift
In the glass factories of the largest
glass manufacturing state in the country—Pennsylvania.
This means that West Virginia and
Maryland are now the only glass manufacturing states of any importance
which permit children under sixteen to
work at night An attempt was made
In West Virginia last winter to prohibit night work to children under six-

I
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Ill

“IT’S JUST BEAUTIFUL,” HI SAID SOFTLY.

pliant fingers, and Ills knuckles rested
against her palm.
“M-a-y! You’re named after the fairest month in the year.”
She giggled and turned her redden-

teen. but the bill did not pass. The
Labor
National
Child
Committee,
which took an active part in the campaign for tlie West Virginia law, believes that the outcome will be quite

shining.

“Annie’s got a dandy dining room
set, golden oak and rouud table, $10
down."
When he finally rose to depart, the
elevated had long ceased to roar, save
at Intervals. The stillness broke upon
them suddenly.
“I didn't mean to stay so late," he

pleaded.
They lingered

over

the moment of

their farewell.
“You'll give notice next week that
you're quitting, dearie?"
“Yes,” she murmured into his coatsleeve. “I gotta to begin to get ready.”
“Goodby, Mae—take good care of

yourself.”
“I'll see you In the morning.” she
said half tearfully.
She stood in the open doorway listening to his retreating footsteps cllckrlick down one, two, three, four flights
of fireproof stairs.
Then she closed the door softly, holding the knob to save the squeak, and
tiptoed across the room to lower the
shade.
At the window she paused a moment
The silence fairly buzzed In her earn
As she looked out her Ups parted.
“I wonder,” she was thinking, “how
much Annie’s green carpet cost.”

Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
strength of tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust,
but it will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all
of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
Plug Form.

Whittling

a

pipeful is

in both quality and
judge for yourself.

little

trouble, amply repaid
this experiment and

Try

quantity.

Slice it

3 Ounces

you

CLARIONS

■

were

Tobacco That Comes To You
Cut Up, Comes Dried Up

out

ing face from him.
"Oh. Mr. Sarpy!”
Ills knuckles pressed her closer.
"Divinely tall and most divinely
fair!” he quoted.
He could see the color creep higher
into her face.
“Will you be mine, little one?” he
whispered in a tone that qualified him
for Juvenile roles in n stock company.
For some inexplicable reason, known
only to her sex and kind, Miss Pope's
eyes were suddenly blurred with tears.
He took his watery cue and in the
most unapproved fashion kissed her
smackingly on the lips.
“That seals our love, honey.
That
means we're engaged,” and her blond
head nodded on his shoulder.
“Isn't it great, Mae?” he whispered
to the rear of her coiffure.
“Mr. Sarpy—Gus”— she breathed.
He made her repeat the glorified
name, and then he kissed again the
lips that had haloed it.
They sat on the divan, and he
smoothed her hand.
“I’m for a June wedding,” said he,
"when nature is in bloom, and there
is Coney and the park for Sundays.”
“June! Gus, that's only two months
off.”
"Months on leaden wings,” as the
poet says.
“We ain’t so bad off on $07.50, are
we, Gus?”
“Not a—tall, dear, not at—all.
“There's a swell three rooms In Annie’s building over on Second Avenue
—stationary washtubs and $21.”
"That Is not bad, Mae.”
Ills eyes

*\jro

are

as

use

it

DURABLE

The average life of a cooking range is not more than

eighteen

Photo

by National Child Labor Committee.

J P. M., BEADY

TO

CIO ON THE NIGHT SHIFT.

different the next time, because the glass
manufacturers there will no longer fear
the comiietition of Pennsylvania.
“We may not even have to wait until
the legislatures meet In 1017 to bring
those states Into line," said Owen R.
Lovejoy, general secretary of the National Child Labor Committee. “If the
federal child labor bill which will be
Introduced Into congress early hi the
next session becomes a law It will automatically establish a sixteen year limit
for night work in the glass factories of
Maryland and West Virginia. The children now exposed to the serious
physical harm likely to come from going out into the air from the overheated glass factory and the cramped positions in which they work, combined
with the degrading and coarsening Influences which prevail on the night
force In the factory, will be protected
by Uncle Sam.
“If you could see the boys, as I have
seen them, working In a temperature
which frequently rises to more than 100
degrees, their shoes cut with the broken
glass which covers the floor, holding
the mold for the red hot glass or walking endlessly back and forth carrying
bottles to the annealing oven, you
would realize that the only thing that
mattered was to get them out the
quickest and surest way—by means of
a federal law.”

years.

Clarions are still in use after
thirty-five years and longer
and are doing good work
now.
Repair cost has been
small because of this wear-

resisting quality.

Today’8

Clarions will be
durable. Recent
improvements guarantee this.
Insist on having the benefit of Clarion economy.
even more

Established 1839

WOOD & BISHOP

CO., Bangor, Me.

SOLD by J. P. ELDRIDOE,ELLSWORTH, ME.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
Genuine Prescription
For All Rheumatism

The mail-order house is waging
on
as

Rbeuma—that is the name ot the scientific prescription that is putting rheumatism out of business.
Rbeuma cures by driving the uric acid
from the blood. It also acts directly and
quickly on the kidneys, bowels and blood
and is better for them than moat so-called

who doesn’t fight back with the
ammunition is bound to lose out.

kidney euros.
Gratifying relief comes in

list.

a day, because
Rheuma acts at one time on the kidneys,
stomach, liver and blood. 60 cents a bottle, of Geo. A. Parcber and all drnggists.

war

the local merchants with advertising
its ammunition. The local merchant
same

When the ma-orilder house finds

a

town whose local merchants do not ad
vertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing

The mailorder house is advertising
for your business. What are you going
to do about itl
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pinch comes, England retarn* to the protective tariff policy.
The republican party of this country
advocates a protective tariff to aroid
the pinch.
A remarkable achievement in wire- I
Isas telephoning was recorded last
week, when the human voice waa

carried, without wires, from Ariington, Ya, to Honolulu, a distance of
4,300 miles.

Bloehiil,
representative to the legislature and
for several terms deputy sheriff, this
Tax
announce*
week
through
for the
Amebic A5 hie candidacy
nomination for sheriff in next year’s
republican primaries.
W.

Germany

Wescott.

baa

of

acceded

to

the

American demands in the Arabic ease.
The imperial government disavows
of the vessel, announces
that it has so notified the submarine
commander who made the attack,
the

sinking

expresses

regret

for

the

loss

of

American lives, and agrees to pay an
indemnity to their families.

1

spirit* of the Aroostook potatogrowers keep pace with the upward
The

climb of potato prices. With one
bad year and a short crop this year,
they need the money. The potato
in many sections of the State and
waa the ill-wind that promises to blow good to Aroostook.
rot

country

subsidizing

an

unpopular position, but

special
expressly permit.
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fourth.

Blu hill

is

says:

the common good.
Protection for American industry bee long
been the cornerstone of every republican
platform. Our faith to-day ie etreagtbened
by what we ere witnessing In European

ooantriea and by oar preaent experience under tbs democratic system. Their tariff waa
in force tea months before there was aay
rumor of war, and the stubborn trend of trade
had oontradicted the whole democratic Decal
theory

Indoetry

languished,

unemploy-

eimpfy

a

and

mndwicbes of nut breed

by Mias Sylvia Emery,
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DESIRED

a

pome ease

ran

personality

the Mecca ol
This Week Bangor
Eastern Maine Masle Lover*.
Tbe Eastern Maine music festival will
open to-morrow at Bangor, and continue
Indications era
until Saturday nigbl.
that this year's festival will anrpaaa all
previous.seise Tbe sale of tickets tor
Thursday night, tbe ooly appearance of
Mme. Melba, be* broken all records.
Emilio deGogorxa. tbe peerless baritone,
will be beard on Friday and Saturday.
Mis* Boberu Brady, s charming artist of
the 1915 festival, is to-day on* of the best
meuo-sopraoos before tbe public, with *o

wen

sing* equally
compass
greet
well in soprano end contralto roles.
Tbe Criterion male quartet, of New
York, is to be one ol tbe telling feature*
that

a

that

in

ber out

JLifsI Ratio*

FESTIVAL.
Is

cousin

It

an

unusual

history.

As

a

The

Neighborhood

association commit-

of Cranberry Dies baa, daring the
pest week, secured enough memberships
to assure an income of |134 for tbe first
year. Mrs. A, C. Wheelwright, of Northeast Harbor, has given some chairs, pictures, wall paper and other furnishing
for the new Neighborhood house.
Ever since the county boys’ camp, some
of the boys of Southwest Harbor have
tee

appointed,

once
come
can

from

not

she

of tbe festival, appearing each day.
For tbe festival this year Director
Chapmen be* secured ao orchestra of
silly piece*, composed of tbe beet be
could engage in Boston and New York,
under tbe wonderful leadership of Pierre

I
1

I

|

Henrotte.

Ellsworth festival chorus will send

Tbe
■

twenty-flve

bout

special

voice* to

tram will return to

Bangor.

A

Ellsworth after

Saturday evening** concert.
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the Union T,
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to

ate.
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SI.

SLara-dcsst
Mala*, aad bounded ad

JSW.
oi?2l

a
deacrih, 1 u
to wlt.Abont two hundred *jn»re rod.
situated oa the ihore of Green Uke o»
•onthero aide of tbe road leatme to
Lake aad bound.! aa folio.,
the ahore of the Lake at the Junction
road; thence following said road n a
ally easterly direction twenty rod.; tfceoma
a right angle southerly ten roi*
throw
Bing to the Lake to a point ten
the point of beginning; thence by the
the Lake ten rode to the punt of
nlng. together with ail tbstanding thereon.
Together also with T
fomitare. fittings, furnisbiogv otenaiU »*
pi is aces end personal property of evert
in. on or about said premise. *nd and i.
connection with the asm* st the preew
time; and whereas the condition -f said no*
gage has been broken, now. therefore t*
reason of the breach of tbe ©onlition
thereof
] claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Alla* <4 cist
by his Atiy.. Wn.E. Whitt**.1
EH.worth. Me.. Oct. 4. It 15.

tw.JJ!

H.,*,,,'**
oiM_3
n!
rdiiwl

shore!
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ki*i

• a been be r hereby gives notice that
she has been daly appointed executrix
of the last sfll and testament of
SAMUEL T. DB3ISLE3 late of LVMOIXK,
in the coanty of Hancock, decerned, tad
All per*
given bonds as the law direct*.
tons
having demands sgsinst the estitt
deceased
are desired to
of said
pretext
the same for settlement, end all indebted
thereto are requested to makr pajmeat in*

TBE

j

which the bride and groom left fur
York where they met an uncle of the
bride, for an automobile trip to St. Catherine’*, Ont. After a two weeks’ trip. Mr.
and
more,

efforts to increase the business prosperity
of Ellsworth. Nevertheless I feel I may
do my city some service by
tion to the unlawfulness of

calling
some

atten-

schemes

mad the futility of other schemes proposed.
Lcciliub A. Exert.

erfy Dr. Greely bouse

go

to

mere

with

the

*t»•***„
to

Balti-

on

sooth side of Main

neari^opposite Hancock ball.

were

home

Nine

quire
Me.

room*,

st or

bath, furnace, set
location. InSt., Ellsworth.

T)OOMS—Three rooms, in
Li tion. Appiy's*. 10 High

and Wilton
lor the week-end.

desirable locaSt., Ellsworth

tclanui.

Robertson is building a shed and ! "W^OULD you like a permanent position
:
with good pay as our re presen tail ret
Tf
making extensive repair* on hi* house.
If so. write us. C. R. Bcaa A Co., ManehesCoon.
!
The recent high wind* did a great deal ter,
of damage to the weir* in Frenchman’s
T once, housekeeper in family of five. For
full particulars write Mu. M. D.
x\.
bay.
Alden

■

W. H. Hammond, with little daughter
Alice, left Friday for New York, where he
ha*

GA

■*-

W

employment.

IRLr— For general housework.
T9 West Main St.. Ellsworth.

W. J. Schieffelin'a yacht Lucille, was
Winter Harbor Saturday, to be
i

Mrs. Asa Banker ha* returned from
North Sullivan, where she has been caring
for her niece, Mrs. Delmar Robertson,
who is ill.

»

wood-lot of John
Small Saturday, but a small force soon
gathered and succeeded in checking the
rain of Saturday extinflames. Tae
guished the fire.
Phcebe.
Oct. 4.
on

Apply

(JKIFF

or

bearing.
A true

copy of petition and notice thereon.
Attest:—Thosla* E. Hale.
City Clerk
NOTICE.

at

to certify that my wife. Marie L
a. has left toy bed and bortrd without Just cause
I therefore forbid a p<n»M
from
or trusting oer on my
count, as I ska!} pay no bills of her contract*

is

Brook
THIS

jmrafe.

hauled up for the winter.

Fire started

! the shore pole*

Ellxwouth. hlvix*.
Ix Bo«kd or Aldesxex.
Date Oct. 4.1915.»
Upon the foregoing petition, it it order*
that notice thereof be given by publishing!
copy of said petition end this order tberwi
in the Ellsworth American. * cevnpipw
printed in the city of Ellsworth. Maine, sad
that a hearing thereof be given at tb<- Mayor
and Alderman's room on the firs', day of No*
▼ember at
o’clock p, m. at which time «d
place resident* and owners of property open
the highway* to be affected by tfc*r grsntinf
of the permit applied for. and all other person!
interested, shall have*, full opportunity to
show cause why such permit should not be,
granted, the last publication of said uotieeto
before »id
oe at least fourteen (14) days

Gxixdlb. East Bluehill, Me.. Box A

taken to

|

a

under the eapervision of such officer* s* ml
citv may designate.
Following are the streets and highway*
above referred to:
Moore street, entire length
Dated September 7. 1914.
N*w Kxolawd Tilstkosk aso
TaLBoati-H ConragT.
By Ge H. Dreexer.
General Plant Superintend#*.
By D. T i
Crrr

Roy and Shirley Tracy
Hanna

top of

telephone, fire alarm and police » <2Sl I
owned by the city and used far man*to he ereetd
ipal
purpose. Said poles

for

Apply

C. C. Bnstu.

HOUSEtubs, electric Debts, fine
address 27 Franklin

a

Westingbouse

ASH VI LEE.

duty
They

oppose all

will

All

tenement.

Electric Co.

the town in the ;

to

Mason

Md., to reside. Mr. Mason having

position

that

and

Mrs.

desirable

modern conveniences and stable. Form-

New

a

class,

T^IR8T

after

abate

public spirit

Desirable Tenement.

was
After the ceremony, a reception
held at the home of the bride's parents,

of the

to lack

£o ‘Leu

Henry Lins and Pierpout VanCoit,
Brooklyn. N. Y-. Edward Parson*, of
East Orange, and Philip Mason, of Ellsworth, brother of the groom.

a

one cross arm at the
wires,

of

ex-

town, any property otherwise taxable any tax-payer could compel them by
writ of mandamus to include it.
[Knight
v. Thomas, *93 Maine 491.1
1 am aware that by making you to publish the above I may be thought by many

lion. TeJephooe either M-4 or 69-S for
informer son. Pbaxk 8. Moott, Ellsworth.

Elmer
u*tiers

were

authority. The town
from any assessment and
cannot require the assessors to abate any
tax. Indeed, it is the duty of the assessors
to disregard all attempts of the town to
interfere wfth their statutory duties. If
the assessors should wish to omit from
their assessment, in accordance with a vote
exercise

part

boy* and young men of Mount Desert
island is greatly enlarged, and more accessible than daring the summer months.
The Junior Y. M. C. A. of Dies ford is
planning to present s play, “A Thief in
the House.” The boys taking pan are
Kenneth Jarvis, Howland Sprague. Earl
Pefnald,
Rupert
Spurting, Malcolm
Farnsworth and Rudolph Sparling.

here the

aa a

any such vote. Only their appointment
comes
from the city or town.
When

pulpit

worth has

enterprises

is

created

was

suggestions
availing. The city has no snch power.
The tax assessors could not lawfully heed

high

fighting over non-esaentiais
COUNTY Y. M. C. A.
agreeing on fundamental prinof
the
to
the
ciples
republican party,
! Plans lor the Cranberry lslee Neighadvantage of a common enemy, is
borhood House.
Now that the summer resident* here
recognized in the introduction of the
mostly left, the field (or work among the
platform.

of the
The first and unanimous resolatio
republicans of Massachusetts is to redeem
their state sod restore complete republican
control. Here, ss in the nation, republicans
divided their votes between two candidates,
and so allowed a democrat to attain the chief
Neither
office by the votes of a minority.
state nor nation is democratic.
The reunited republicans are resolved that
in preparation for the national election of
next year, Massachusetts shall resume her
traditional position at the front of the re pub*
lican column. Our internal dissensions, now
happily ended, seem light compared with the
calamity they have produced, and with
mutual respect and forbearance we unite for

e

HOAR BETTEH
MADE

“Mi.

—

of oaks,

GkAFCA-XAJOS.

To carry out either of these
would be unlawful and un-

the valuation

while

platform

nor

THE Ml'SlC

I

nominal tax.

third,

party

the republicans of Maine of either the
progressive or stand-pat brand. The

business

empt
property from taxation for
number of yean, or at least impose only

of cows,

second. Or land

j

introduction and tne platform,
far as it relates to national affairs,
are deserving of the careful reading of

e

their

oxen is

of the outfit of a naval chaplain, it made a
there waa an alarming balance of continuous cruise of six years on board
trade against the United
States. the U. 8. ships Powhatan, Lancaster and
They do not forget that the balance Trenton, visiting more than fifty foreign
the Atlantic coast from
of trade turned against os soon after porta, covering
St. Johns, Newfoundland, to Montevideo,
the “tariff-for-revenue-only” policy
and from Southampton, England, into the
was decided upon by the election of a
Mediterranean, down the African coast,
democratic administration, and that and op as far as Zanzibar on the east side.
it was only the conditions developed It circumnavigated Madagascar, crossed
by the European war which turned to Sooth America and returned to Africa.
It was transferred from the Powhatan to
the tide in our favor.
the Lancaster at Lisbon in 1884, to
the Trenton (sent oat with a relief crew)
Getting Together.
The progressive and
republican at Rio de Janeiro in 1887, and reached
of that year,
parties of Massachusetts, “with New York in November
Tribou brought it to his home,
mutaai respect and
forbearance”, Chaplain
then in Ellsworth, and gave it to the
have united on a common platform,
chapel which was built about that time,
adopted at the republican state con- He preached to the North Ellsworth
j
vention Saturday. The futility, the
i people from his old pulpit last Sunday.
suicidal policy, of two factions of a

Tins

"A town is not

political organisation,

of oxen, writh Orland
Whether the United States can hope second, Sedgwick third, and Penobscot
to bold its p-ace as the leading export fourth. No returns as to the valuation of
cows were received by the assessors from
nation of the world, is a problem
the towns of Aurora, Eden, Lamome,
now receiving the attention of the
Mariaville, Sorrento, Southwest Harbor,
business men of America. Men who
Sullivan, Trenton and Winter Harbor,
are accustomed to dealing with con- or from
Long Island plantation. No. 21
ditions, rather than theories, and who plantation or No. 33 plantation.
build on reasonable certainties, rather
than on possibilities, do not overlook
in the chapel at North EllsThe

ao

the

city treasury.
fo quote the language of the Supreme

fl&36o. Ellsworth leads in the
valuation of horses, with Eden second.
Buck‘port third, and Bluebili fourth.

the fact that in July, 1914, just before
the outbreak of the European war,

not

,..

S. J. CLEMENT,

Sowers.

any assembly. The
groom is a young man ot sterling worth,
possessing qualities that go to make up a
successful man.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell received many
beautiful presents of cut glass, silver,
chins and linen.
They left by automobile for Bangor, to
take the train to Waterbary, Conn., where
Mr. Mitchell has a fine position as electrical machinist.

levy on
directly, money to farther any particular
business interval w to kid any bosinem
concern con be
found in the statutes.
Indeed, tbe (tuts nasally made by oar
mayor aad aldermen for holding fairs or
Fourth of July celebration* ia the city am

Court:

cot

refresh m?nu

delmoca

single*

No right w power to
the tax-payers, directly or in-

authority of law, aad do
authorise paying the money oat of

and

reception after the ceremony,
K. R.
generation* being present.

She

the statutes

wit boot

Alwan

of
bride, and Miss Eleanor Mitchell.
Monaghan's orchestra tarnished music.
Mrs. Mitchell is a graduate of the Ellsworth high school, and has since been a
soooeeeful teacher in the pabiic schools of
Ells worth, Hancock, Holden and Eden.

to raise money by taxation w loan
to appropriate mooey so raised ere
strictly limited to purely municipal affairs,

Tie arm.

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE..
EASY PAYMENT TEAMS

the

aad

aa

Vmcoom Qeaoen, Poa* OarAi of local

waa a

served

city

matters

SSJgW?

prettily decorated

There

punck

money tor each e purpose, would be liable
therefor. The right end tbe power of tbe

Camden, 82 Maine p. S3.
Farther, if the money of the citizen is
taken from him by the town through the
taxing power for a purpose not authorized
by la w, be ec ly recover it back “with 25 per
cent, interest and costs and any damage*
he has casts.ned"'.
}K_ 9. efa. 10, sec. 31.}
It has been suggested that to indace
individuals or corporations to start busi-

of

one can
question the authority by
which he speaks, and it is well for us
to know these things.

a course

and soeh

very
leaves

aatomn

room,

aad tbe

and protections to their employes and assume
the »ame duties ss their competing employers is Massachusetts.

is

no

they may not

W

ISM

IIMMMliMnMA tiinhgfcai—fchi«—

Emery, eighty-lour yean old. drove from
Salisbury Cow to see hi* granddaughter
married. A boat of friends from Bangor.
Bar Harbor end Ellsworth, and neighbors,
came to extend their congratulation* and
beet wishes. In the spacious dining-

would be wholly illegal,
ofBcere drawing the warrant for
the payment of mooey out of tbe city
treasury, end the treasurer paying oat the
Soch

was

with
four

approve of.

Hancock county, according to the returns
received by the State board of assessor*,

industries by the city government.
Judge Emery realizes that, in
calling attention to the legal limitations of the city in this respect, be is

taking

ettixens money for schemes

ISTAIUSHED

A simple but impressive ceremony
performed et 8t. Peals Episcopal church, |
Wb. Ok* or John hradtr place, to*
EM Orange, 5 J„ Monday, Sept. 27,
celled, on the toot Bide Sorry Rood, la
country.
re meat
agent for tbs performance of vbu Fred L. Xisqb, jr_, formerly of EU*~ i Ellsworth, Mai dp. coneivtiag of nboat fifteen
j
The republican party has long stood for
certain governmental duties and purposes. worth, end Mm Gertrude M.
»cr«* of 1ab4 end
dwelling house end
mediately.
Grapel. of [! ontboildingB. For good
Durine the
reform in the civil service.
perUcelere inquire of
Mast Jaws Dbhisul
Its powers are almost entirely political,
East Orange, were united in marriage. j Feed uMini, Ellsworth, Main*, or Job* H.
present democratic administration the merit
Sept. H 1914.
j
It
Heine.
end
are properly limited to its duties.
Foxcroft.
Divrorra.
j
The
The tingle ring service vu used.
system has suffered more assaults aad rehas only each control over the citixen
verses aad disfigurements than at any time
wedding march wat played by Miaa Erva ;
JIGGER8.
since it was established, and the spoils sys- ei.d hie money or property es is expressly Giles, of Ellsworth. The altar was
prettem has made havoc ia our diplomatic sergranted to it or is peer every for the per- lily decorated with palms and cut flowers. /ANE-HORSE, crank ssle aad colander
NOTICE.
V/ Jigger*, both light end he*vy; t» to |
vice.
formance of its duty to tbe public. InThe bride's gown was of white silk, with §i«i Severe] fingie teem harness; a!*o one
New England Telephone and TrieWe believe the federal constitution should
tor
tbe
e
ia
a
Bar
Hartown
trustee
deed,
only
white tulle hat, pearl trimming*, and she horae. Bee Habboe Tbamateb Co.,
THEgraph Company respectfully petition*
be amended and necessary legislation enacted
Me. Telephone M8.
the Mayor and board of Alderman of the city
public. It does not own the money in its carried a shower bouquet of white roaea ,I bor,
--to secure s national corporation law, national
of Eiisworth, Maine, for s location for ttapoles
treasury, nor the municipal
property and liliea-of-the-valley. She was attended ■\E‘f'OOD— Hard end mixed, stove and foar- aad wires thereon, end the necessary
regulation of tbe hours of labor and the emtap
but bolds tbem in trust for tbe
V? loot wood. Inquire of Mn*. E M. porting and strengthening fixture* aad w.m
of
who
New
Alias
Anna
Reckei,
York,
ployment of wonten sad children, and na- generally,
by
Do dob or A- G. Moon. Sorry Rood, Ellsworth.
In tbe following named streets and highway*
tional
divorce laws.
Employers of other public end subject to public control wore a drew of pink ailk and lace and
of said city.
Said company agrees to reserve space for
states
should accord tbe same privileges through tbe legislature.”
i OILLIARD *nd pool tobies; good condi[Thorndike r. pink hat. and carried pink rosea.

The

new

informed

charitable corporation.

We print this week a communicafrom
former
Chief-Justice

Emery regarding

in

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

roam.

The boom

it is also proposed
that the city itaeif shall subsidise the new
scheme to scene extent. To this 1 do hove,
is behalf of myself aad many other estinm. a valid right to object, in that it
would be as attempt to teke by twee from

COUNT! GOSSIP.

of

Iting

brute

lOM.

department at Washington an up-to-date organization that would meet the needs of the

tion

the

to locate in Ells-

eoncera

I

Bat I

become habitual and universal.
As to the prevent war ia E a rope. It Is our
earnest desire that the peace of the United
States should be maintained with firmness,
dignity sad honor, and we believe that so
secure this end we should observe s strict
neutrality, insisting os our neutral rights
aad rigidly performing our duties as a
neutral.
The war has Arm sat rated that no nation
is safe against attack.
We do not abandon
the asovemeat ia which the United States
has been s lender to settle the disputes of
nations by peaceful methods. Bax as adequate armed force is to-day the only security
against aggression The prevalence among
the warring nations ia Earope of the spirit
that might makes right, aad the unprecedented military development there impose oa
a* new danger* and ne^duties.
We cannot allow a noble love of pence to
leave us so helpless ss to invite attach. To
be safe we must be armed aad prepared.
We believe that our military strength should
be great enough to justify s reasonable expectation that we ooeLd repel the attack at
We believe that our army
aay nation.
should be immediately reenforced, aad that
the navy should he strengthened, not only by
ships, bat with officers sad enlisted sues
aad ia order to have the highest efficiency,
that Congress should establish ia the navy

When the

Ward

fwmmn

hare

2A00

Average per week for 1814,

ont-of-

ally the early and tfiaastroua coilapae of
of
the Knitting mill, after absorbing
the money of EUeworth people, and contracting debts to them of several tbonaand
daUan more, would pot an end to soch
efforts It, however,
any person* still
wish to eoatisae each experiments at
their own individual coat I have no right
to object, however tench 1 may regret the

and

This week’s

some

had supposed that oar costly
expectance with shoe factorise. and especi-

wisely pugnacious. America as were robbed
slaughtered without redress: yet on a
mere question of etiquette
we initiated a
fruitiest war. Although constantly interfering we have net protected our citizens or
checked the brigandage and plunder wkich

Do, Elwont.

baeinaae

worth.

years.
We condemn the national policy toward
Mexico- It has bees mcillatiag. prejudiced
aad partial, by tarns a a wisely timid, at*

VumiSTOW
Urt^e^rmr'fLAKUCsToOOTTT
HUM.

Mali another subsidy fee

raise

the home

Mra. H. Fremont Haddock*
eraa the scene of a pretty wadding when
their daughter. Bath Gladys. waa named
to Howard Boland Mitchell. by Ber.
Clarence Emery, ot Charjaatnn, ancle ot
The single ring aernce was
the bride
need. Coder a baaatifal arch of antumn
leaves and golden rod. the hride was
given away by her father. Mis* Eleanor
Mitchell, sister ot the groom, was bridesmaid and Bryan Maddocku. brother of
the bride, wae best men. little Both Adel*
Moose, niece of the bride, was Sower girl.
The bride wae beautifully gowned in
white satin will bridal sail of ran old
English lace. She carried a booqoet of

ot Mr. and

To the Editor of the Bnwrtt Awnm:
I am toid that an effort is being made to

party has abolished, which shall famish the
facts mere1 wary for aa equal, impartial, an•eesbaal law. We want projection fires as
a right to til. act sold as a favor to serve.
The democratic tariff is a failure ia reveaae
aa la business, bat this has not prevented
as precede a ted raids epos the asthma! treas
ary aad a vast increase of ssthwl expeaditares.
Despite enormous additions revesms derived from aa income tax aad a misnamed war tax aad vexatious stamp taxes, the
treasury has run behind f W.MgBti in two

tAJOOCK OOCHTI rCBLISHDHS oo
H

rc

Elusukib. Mil, Oct. X. MS.

TVWTJMMMB
iTHT VKDfBDAT AFTHSOOS
AT
1LL8WOOTH, MAI9E.

W.

poor

steady markets under protection.

LOCAL AMD POUHGAL JGVMMAL

A

harboring

Picked up adrift Sept. 24, skiff
Owner
O oamted white, varnished lop.
may nave same by proving property and paying cbarges. Address A. C. Hoooxxxs or w.
I Foan, Marlboro, Me.
—

ing after this dale.
Ellsworth, Oct. 5.1115.

Ralph H. Bbooss

Notice.
Pauper »UJh
Ol
thr
City

coatmcMd

worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance
to

Slmmisrinxm#

the

j I ■Lig-gll* ■■■■J-

|

Wm. O.

1

EMERY

care

for

Kji-

those wm

during firt years oef«ningJan. 1, IMS, and are legal reside^®,
I
forbid all per sod* trusting the*
K.lsworth,
on my account, as there is plenty of ri*>m r:'
t»J
the
may

accommodations
Farm bouse.

TITLES

for them s'*
Amen B. MitchaU-

to care

atecnuKMEca

An Appeal for the Food Fair.
SEAL COVE.
t.UWORTM, MAIMS
Ellsworth. Oct. 5,1915.
Mrs. Angelina Powers is visiting her
Marchs*
mad* and abstract*
To the Editor of The American:
and copi** fumi*h*d on aKort
daughter, Mrs. McLean, at Augusta.
873, this “good old standby
May 1 be permitted to state, through
notlco, and at IfITMIMX PtXH
Mr*. Paul Sawyer, of Greenville, and
Uk has safeguarded rail'iooj
your columns, that an appeal will be made
tars for your relatives an<*
three children, were guest* at Mrs. C. D. j
OPPICEi
to the citizens of Ellsworth for their supv.
Put your trust—and your
Little
Miss
Eleanor
reSaw
recently.
yer’s
-in it now.
port in behalf of the proposed food fair at
MORRISON, JOY * CO. BLOCK,
for
a
mained
longer
stay.
! Hancock hall, the week of February 14?
* Ca. Sarins Bauk
•TATB BTRkBT.
The appeal will be made to the merMias Ytrgelia Maud Swazey, daughter
;
1IM.
'Will,
t.
A
m
Ms.
; chants and business men of the
city, to of Mr. and Mr*. Joseph Swazey, was mar- j
subscribe for space in the moat elabor- ried to Fred Butler, of Center, on MonProfessional lEart*.
|
| ately-prepared program ever published for day, Sept. 27. The ceremony was per- !-i
formed at the residence of E W. Rumill,
any event in tnia city.
GIBBS. M. D.
Gnat care baa been exercised in select' eaq.. Went Tremont, Justice Kumill officiOFFICE .vxd RESIDENCE
tbe paper sod cover, and tbe press ating. The bride was gowned in white
mg
|
32 Central St.
Ellsworth, Mej work will be tbe best. Tbe program will shadow lace, with girdle of naesaaline silk,
i be issued so as to create sufficient finan- and belt bouquet of roses.
Special attention given to chronic
Many friends *
etc.
including Colorado, Salt Lake City, both
Mr. and Mrs.
cial backing tor tbe fair to warrant tbe extend congratulations.
rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica
Expositions, National Grange Convention,
where
Mr.
is
carried
on.
are
at
Butler
Butler
TREATMENT.
ELECTRICAL
Center,
being
plans
i Grand Canyon of Arizona, etc. A special by
Telephone Si-8
Daring tbe next few days tbe merchants employed.
_
train of Pnllman sleeping care, observation
will be visited in regard to tbe matter,
Oct. 4.
N.
and baggage can will leave Bosdining
when it is hoped that aacb may be preF. P. L A F
ton on Nov. 2, 1915.
For detailed itinerWEST PENOBSCOT.
pared to render definite assistance to tbe
end
other
information
address:
ary
food lair.
George £. Bridges, of Watertown, Mass., !
Mr. C. A. Stetson, Master,
Work has already been commenced up- a road master for the Boston Elevated j
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLD&
Greens, Maine, or tbe
on tbe programs, tbe decorations and tbs
Railway Co., died Friday at the family !
ROOM 3
Walter H. Woods Co.,
different features, with tbe bopes that tbe homestead here. He was sixty-three years
282 Washington St., Boston
fair may be a great success and merit tbe old. He had been a road master since 1890,
Ellsworth,
and before that time a conductor on the
support of tbe Ellsworth people.
old Cambridge and Watertown horse railH.
Very truly yours.
Hot C. Haixes, Manager.
*»yIn This Town
A >'D
T Y PE
never really enjoyed a meal until
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
How's This?
we advised them to taie a
Agent Union Sale Deposit A Trust Co.."JS,
»»
We offer One Hundred Dollar reward for
Candidate for Sheriff.
and, (or tarnishing Probate and Surety
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
tuPP
Bluehill, Oct. i, 1915.
outer
Catarrh
Care.
Hall's
typewriter
Agent
Typewriter,
by
F. J. CHENEY * CO„ Toledo. O.
To the Editor of The American:
Oor. Main and Water sta. (orer Moore»
have known F. J.
Ws, the
man). Rllawenh. Me.
__
In view of tbe fact that there baa been Cheney for undersigned,
before end after each meal. Sold only
the last !5 years, and believe hmi
I
some controversy in regard to tbe matter,
perfectly honorable ia all business transacby us—25c a box.

B-OLD

>

j

STANDBY"

Eliswortt^

|
j|--National Grange Tour C; h:

j

to California

_

FIN-

DR.

DENTIST

Many People

ALICE

scon

W8*tTnG^Yc?OL'NTn'G

planning to renew camp experiences,
with an over-night trip to Lstng pond,
lust
Thursdhy, fourteen boys, with
County Secretary Saxon, spent the late
afternoon and night at the camp of Henry
tions and financially able to carry out any
Tbe evening of and in justice to my friends and to myself,
Gray at Long pond.
K. G. Mao re.
obligations made by his firm.
OSTEOPATH
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
games was opened srith a game of scout. I wish to announce, at this early date,
--7Toledo, O.
One group of tbe boys tried to creep that I shall be a candidate in tbe priSpecialties: Nervous Diseased
Catarrh
Care
is
taken
The
Hall’s
>tsre*aat
who does not advertise in
internally.
Diseases or Stomach.
through the line of guards termed by the maries next June for tbe republican nomi- | meting directly upon the blood and
mocoos
Treatment and Consultation, by ApP°
surfaces of the system.
Testimonials seat a
remainder of the boys, end take the camp. nation for sheriff of Hancock county.
dad season makes it more profUabla
7*
cents
bottle.
Sold
free.
Price
all
/or
per
by
meat, in E1U worth on Fridays- "
Before the boys turned in, a bible talk
Very respectfully.
! Druggists.
Addreas. Baatarn Treat Bldg-, Baa*01'
Weed W. Wboor.
Moss who do advertise.
was given by Mr. Saxon.
I Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Tetephonea 1M and IN-1
been

J)R. WILLIAM”SEMPLE

building inspector, a committee of one to
investigate damage alleged to have been

CITY MEETING.

ELLSWORTH

METHODIST FAIR.

done the house of O. P. Torrence
by blast- Third Annual a Success and Plans
ing at the rock crusher.
Laid for Bigger Success Next Year.
8EWBR
AND
BILLS
Claim of Prank M. Wentworth for rePETITION FOR
The third snnoal fair under the anspiees
AND
8HEEP.
imbursement
for
HENS
taxes
him
under
FOR
paid by
protest on land he did ndt own, was re* of the Methodist church, on Sept. 29, 30
ferred to Aid. Wescott, Stuart and Tre- and Oct. 1, will be remembered aa one of
residents or BvnhY road want
worgy.
ROLLS
the most successful event* of thia kind
WATER MAINE EXTENDED
Petition of the New England Telephone
OF ACCOUNTS PAB8ED.
ever held in this city. Rev. and Mrs. T. 8.
Co. for permisson to erect wires on Moore
aided by an efficient corps of workol the city govern- street, at Ellsworth Falls, was presented, Ross,
The regular meeting
and notice for a hearihg on the
ers, has 3 worked hard for weeks to get
held
Monday
petition
evening.
wee
Mayor
ment
Aldermen present, on Monday, Nov. 1, at 7.30 p. m., ordered things into shape, and their efforts were
Hegerthy preeiding.
published in The American.
and Small.
rewarded1 by success.
Treworgy
Stuart,
Weecott,
Supt. L. H. Cushman, of the Bar Harbor
were passed as follows:
eccoonte
of
Hancock hall was beautifully decorated
Kolls
<Jfe Union Hiver Power
Co., reported that
BOLL or ACCOUNT* NO. 8.
with
the national flag and colors, and
residents of the Surry road had requested
Ifamt.
Amount.
fund.
5J the extension of the water main as far as presented a moat attractive appearance.
John
V>2
Silvy,
police.
02 50 the Howard B. Moor plaoe, and asked the On the stage were displayed the portraits
Joseph McIntosh,
3 50
Horace F. Weacott,
city’s consent for the necessary excava- of George
Washington, William McA C Hagerthy,
87 50 tion of the street,
State pauper Dr
provided the company
Hon. Eugene Hale, Hon. John A.
Kinley,
Arthur B Mitchell,
110 29 decided to extend the
main. Consent was
**
**
229 16
Peters, Mayor A. C. Hagertby. About the
poor fund,
given.
Power Co,
238
BHACR
08
light,
Electric
Aid. Treworgy brought up the matter of hall were portraits of the distinguished
B Doan,
82 oo
Care cem lots John
a concrete watering-trough at
governors and generals of Maine. The
E B Springer,
10 00 installing
Library,
Pond spring. He was made a committee various booths were arranged about the
Mrs H H Emerson,
14 75
hall beneath the gallery, and with their
14 M of one to investigate whether the founMary A Hodgkins,
2 86 tain-head of the spring was high enough decorations and displays presented an atLoring« Short A Harmon,
to make such an installation
Sprague's Journal, Hispracticable, tractive appearance.
2 00 and the probable cost.
The dinners each day were pronounced
tory of Maine
John H Brown,
52 00
Bill of N. F. Johnston for repair work by many the best served in this city on
Fire Dept,
Wm H Pomroy,
52 00 on concrete
sidewalks, amounting in all to similar occasions, a noticeable feature
Ticonlc Hose Co
180 00
ftH7.27, was approved, and the balance being the orderly service given the
Cbas J Treworgy,
1 44
due beyond payments on account already patrons. The chicken dinner on the first
John A Haynes,
10 40
made was ordered paid, a deposit of
W H Blaiadell,
flOO day and the fish dinner on the last day
8 00
87 50 being left with the city as a guaranty to deserve special mention for excellence.
Supt of Scb's, William H Patten,
"
63 8 make good certain of the work not satis- By the way, persons who sent unmarked
TksbksAsup.
dishes to the hall for the dinners, should
Hancock Co Pub Co,
5 50 factory to the street commissioner.
2 30
Harry C Austin A Co,
Adjourned.
drop a card to Mrs. Ross describing the
Edward E Babb A Co,
8 12
dishes sent, and she will see that they are
E W A Bowles,
9 96
returned.
FARM DEMONSTRATIONS.
Silver, Burden A CO,
67 60
The outstanding feature of this fair was
J L Hammett Co,
60 61
News of Interest to Hancock County its successful attempt to render valuable
OinnACo,
28 84
Farmers.
community service. This is a comparaSchoolbouse, Wm E Whiting,
47 60
tively new venture, and when the people
Mrs H W Conley,
4 00 (From the office of the
O. N.
county
agent,
fully Realize the importance of this ser23 00
Henry W Cpnley,
Worden, Ellsworth.)
vice to the development of the business
Austin M Foster,
74 65
ANOTHER
PLOWING
CONTEST.
Carrie M Moore,
3 00
interests of the city the response will beClifton H and Chas A Beal, 189 75
The plowing contest at North Penobscot come more generously general.
Mrs Wm Higgins,
4 00
Sept. 29, in connection with the grange
The agricultural interests were well
William E Joy,
500
fair, proved one of the most satisfactory represented, and the exhibits were proMrs Minnie A Leighton,
5 00
events of the season, not so much on nounced by many who had attended a
Mrs Evs Gray,
8 50
account of the number of contestants number of agricultural fairs this season,
Edward Haney,
4 75
Edward Haney,
00 00 entered, but from the fact that nearly 200 to be far ahead of those seen elsewhere.
School
Lowell Watts,
7 50 men witnessed the match with the keen- This feature means much to the developRoland B Austin.
20 00 est of interest, discussing each man’s ment of the county round about.
Willis Jordan,!
12 00 work and bringing to each other’s attenThe lectures given were excellent and
Howard B Moor,
90 00 tion the vital
points which make for good practical. E. W. Wooster spoke intelliFrank A Stock bridge,
6 00
gently on the “Greatest Problem Conplowing.
15 00
High school
The event took place on the Lowell farm fronting the Farmer”, and in a practical
87
Dr
A
C
75
Con.
Hagerthy,
the situation.
G. N.
the fair grounds, the winders way analyzed
H F Weacott,
2 37 adjoining
in the sulky Worden, director of the Hancock county
Tbos E Hale.
S3 70 being Herbert L. Loweli
John Deer, and Harry extension work of the University of
Wm O Etaery,
75 class, with a
6 25 Haynes in the
Han Co Pub Co,
walking
plow class. Maine, spoke on “Small Fruits”, and
13 82 Eugene E. Goss won first honors for the pointed out in a convincing way the opHarry C Austin A Co,
Iantbe V Moore,
60 00 best
portunity in this department of farming.
equipped outfit on the field.
1 25
Austin M Foster,
Following is the decision of the judges Mr. Worden is making a large place for
Chas M Campbell,
75
himself in this district.
by points:
B H A U R Power Co,
8 75
B. Bridges spoke on “Why Our Young
Perfect Lowell Goss
Sulky Class
6 40
Chas J Treworgy,
Men Should Stay on the Farm”, and “Our
10
W
10
Walter J Clark,
14 76 Uniformity of depth
8
Rural Schools Are Not What They Should
10
10
lap
Cbas I Staples,
2 50
width
15
15
12
Be”. These addresses showed that Mr.
5 00
John B Dean.
in
coverJames A McOown,
168 50 Completeness
Bridges is a close student of conditions,
18
15
12
ing grass
and
has facility in stating his views
#2,233 43 Completeness in cutting
and
which were
—

Uniformity of beginning
ending
Straightness

highway.
Highway.

Walking class
Uniformity of depth
lap
1,738 43

TEACHERS' SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
#587 80
233 81
High school.
Grand total.

Completeness
Completeness
row

821 41
#2,569 84

Bill of L. E. Treadwell for repairs on the
street sprinkler, laid over from the last
meeting, was taken up. Mr. Treadwell
explained the items on the bill, and offered
to discount flO. The offer was accepted by
the board and the bill passed.
The matter of laying a drain on Birch
avenue in front of Mr. Treadwell’s shop
was taken up, and referred to the street
commissioner, together with the making
of necessary repairs on the upper end of
Birch avenue, to prevent the surface water
running in the middle of the road,
Alderman Wescott, to whom was referred claim of George W. Austin for hens
killed by dogs or wild animals, reported
that both Mr. Austin and his wife were
willing to testify before a justice that
the hens were killed by wild animals or
dogs, and the claim was ordered paid.
J. A. Stack pole presented claim for
hens killed by foxes.
Mr. Stackpole
has had several
hens killed by foxes
could
the
but
during
summer,
swear to only
two killed within the
seven days before presenting claim, as
required by law, so the bill is for two
hens. This claim, together with one of
C. J. Carter for three sheep killed by wild
animals, was referred to Aid. Small.
Harry S. Jones was appointed a city

weigher.
Petition from residents of Dean street for
on that street, from High to Water
street, was presented. H. W. Dunn appeared for the petitioners, describing conditions which made the sewer necessary.
The matter was referred to a special committee composed of Aid. Small, Treworgy
and Stuart, to act with street commissioner.
The mayor apppointed Frank K. Moore,
a

20
10
10
10

furrow slice

COMMISSIONER’S ROLLS.
# 28 00
883 58
Sidewalk.
128 74
Rock crusher...
3101
Main at sidewalk*..
2125
242 28
Bridge.
Sewer.
93 09
State road.
811 53
STRBKT

State aid

sewer

20
5
7
8

15
5

100
87
Perfect

76

8

Haynes

10

8
5

15
15

10

10

width
in covering grass
in cutting fur-

5

15

20
10
10
10

15

100

74

slice

Uniformity of beginning
ending
Htraigntness

8

7
6

EQUIPPED OUTFIT O.V FIELD.
Perfect Goss Lowell Haynes
Condition of har5
10
10
9
ness
20
20
20
20
Fit of harness
20
20
20
20
Condition of team
Tendency of horses
20
20
18
15
to work together
5
10
10
10
Character of plow
BEST

Adjustments

of

plow

20

19

18

15

100

97

92

85

Another feature in connection with this
fair was the demonstration in the home
canning of vegetables by Miss Platts,
the home economics specialist of the extension service. It is estimated that fully
eighty women witnessed this demonstration.

The exhibit at the (air which told the
story and carried with it more meaning
than any display noted by the county
agent this season, was that made by
Louisa J. Gray, of East Orland, who
brought a trace of yellow flint field corn.
The corn in itself was of a high standard,
but the tact that all work concerned with
its

production,

from

land
and

preparation,

hoeing, wsb
fertilization, planting
done by a woman, establishes a record
and furnishes an object lesson that shows
the producing power of our soil when
managed by a person who means business.
If only a small percentage of the people
who are always.saying (arming does not
pay and that nothing can be raised in this
as
part of the world would do halt as wellour
Mrs. Gray, how much better off
a
about
country would be? She had
quarter of an acre of this corn, and the

trace in question can be seen at any time
at the office of the county agent in Ellsworth. If you feel the need of a little inspiration come and see this corn. It will
make you say less againBt your county
and do more for it and for the development of its many resources.

suggestive

helpful.

There was an interesting and profitable
demonstration and lecture in domestic
science by Misses Beach and Platts, of the
University of Maine. This was greatly
appreciated by a large audience. The

management, as well as the general public, is loud in praise of the excellent service and generous co-operation given by
the authorities and representatives of the
State university.
On the last day of the fair, an interesting address was given by Mrs. Vidory
Bridges, the subject being, “The Mother’s
part in Rural Life.” Many ladies listened
with marked attention as the speaker
fluently outlined the various ways in
which

the

to the

success

women

of the farm

of the

contribute

agricultural

venture

and add attractiveness to the home.
Premiums were ofTered in the various
and were
departments of the fair,
awarded as follows:
Plant show—First, Mrs. Nettie Fullerton; second, Mrs. Brady; third, Mrs. John
Kief.
Pre ttiest cat, Mrs. John
Cat show
Reid; best cat and kittens, prize divided
between Mrs. Nettie Fullerton and Miss
Ella May Johnston; heaviest cat, William
York.
The premium for best exhibit of preserves went to Miss Dorothy Bhackford.
Miss Bhackford is a young lady, and for
her age bids fair to rival many of the
older experts in this art. She also took
the premium for the best pen of birds ex—

hibited.
The following premiums were awarded in
Farmer’s parade, first, Fred
the parades:
Smith; second, Harold P. Carter; third,
Arthur B. Mitchell. Auto and team parade,
first, A. Holz, the baker, whose auto was
most tastefully decorated, and gave testimony to the enterprise of this progressive
business man; second, B. T. Sowle; third,
team driven

by

Mrs. Mabel

Royal.

extensive than ever are already on foot for the next annual fair.
thanks all who so
The management
generously co-operated in making this
Plans

event

more

a

success, and bespeaks the
the citizens in the

co-operation of
and towns

fair

even

loyal
city

round about to make the next

greater.

SbbcrttammN

Anuttucnuntto

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Winifred Clark has moved into his

bungalow.
James Grindle shot the first deer of the
in this section.

season

Daniel Carter Is critically ill.
EGYPT.
Mrs. William Jordan is visiting in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Norris Savage has gone to Vanceboro for

a

few weeks.

MisB Abbie Hutchins is at home from
Harbor, where she baa been employed.
Raymond Clarke is home from Boston.
On bis way he visited bis brother Percy
Bar

at

Stonington.

Mrs. Samuel Savage is at home from
East brook, where ahe has been working
(or Mrs. Hardison.

1

Mrs. E. E. Scammon spent two days
thia week with her daughter, Mrs. Frank
Goodwin, of Hancock, who is ill.
EL A. C
Oot. 4.

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE
Hood’s Sarsaparilla surely and effectively removes scrofula, boils and

other blood diseases because it drives
out of the blood all the humors that
cause these diseases.
They cannot be
successfully treated in any other way.
External applications for their removal have proven almost useless^
because they cannot drive out the
impurities that are in the blood.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
rich blood, perfects the digestion, and
builds up the whole system. The skin
becomes smooth, clean and healthy.
This great blood remedy has stood the
test of forty years. Insist on having
Hood’s, for nothing else acts like it.
There is no real substitute. Qet it
today. Sold by all druggists.

2H>btrttannmta.

FALLS.

Mrs. Henry Brawn is spending the week
at Otis.
Mrs. George Black, ot Bangor, was here
Saturday.
Percy and Leon Flood, of Bangor, spent
Sunday with their parents here.
Mrs. W. B. Cram, ot Bangor, is visiting

BIJOU THEATRE

I—iiUHiii mti mi mi irni inim i min iiiiuin it m i irmn mi i n 111 mmi mm

“THE GODDESS

George H. Lord, of Portland, is home
for a week's visit with his parents, Henry

Clara

Lord and wife.
Miss Helen York, of Portland, who has
been visiting A. W. Ellis and wife, returned home Monday.

LOOK!

Young Photos FREE Thursday

Kimball

THINK!
ACT QUICK.
LISTEN!
Come and try it, ride it yourself,
Boys and Girls

Contest begins Sat, Oct 9, closes Christmas, Dec. 25

What a nice present for some little boy or girl to own! VOTES WILL
BE GIVEN WITH EACH ADMISSION. Coupons are to be brought in by
the package, with the name of the child and tbe number of coupons on the
outside. The child bringing in the largest number of votes fnro October B
up to 10 o’clock Christmas night, will be given the automobile. The
mother of tbe winner will be presented with a free ticket to tbe Bijou
The automobile will be shown at tbe theatre
theatre for two months.
Saturday matinee, October B. Come and see tbe best picture to be had and
enter your child’s name in the contest.

The feature of the week in the markets
is the big drop in the price of oats. Corn,
also, is a little lower. Potatoes are highei.
Following are retail prices in Ellsworth

to-day:
COUNTRY PRODUCE.
88 340

80g86

Fresh eggs, doz.
38342
20 $22
Fowl, 1b.
26 §80
Chickens, lb.
Hay, loose, ton.
$16.003816.00
VEGETABLES.
25
Potatoes, pk.
08
Cabbage, ft.
04
Onions, ft.
08
Beets, lb.
02
Carrots,
lb.
06
Parsnips,
08
Squash,lb.
Sweet potatoes, lb.
04

BEAVER
BOARD
WALLS C' CEILINGS

FRUIT.

For New Walls

26330
80360
20

6$
80388

Tea, lb.

40365

Molasses, gal.

*5

or

Old

Use BEAVER BOARD
instead of lath and plaster. It
comes in large, strong panels
that can be nailed to joists and
studding in new building or
over old, cracked plaster walls.

FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated, ft.
powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, ft.

6$
10

BEAVER BOARD is

§60

easily and quickly put up without dirt or litter, never cracks,

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, lb.
25340
Veal, ft.
16390
ft.
Lamb,
15328
Salt pork, ft.
12
12
Lard, ft.
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
Flour, bbl.
$6.5037.50
8.00 38.50
fancy brands, bbl.
or
cracked
1 80
Corn, bag,(wnole,
meal,
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,
1.7531.80
Oats bag (£}bu).
160

makes house warmer in winter
and cooler in summer. It is

papered over as you get
beauiiful, durable and sanitary effects by painting.

never
more

BEAVER BOARD is sized
both sides (double sized on
back). Protected against
changes of climate and temperature j saves time, labor and
money in painting.
on

Sold JnlW£t£/'By
Smith & Head Ellsworth

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth

DAr

Value, $50.00

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

A

EVKNI^n'o

THE BIJOU THEATRE

AT

Dr. Winfred M. Hartshorn, ot New
York, was here from Thursday until Monday, the guest of A. W. Ellis and wife.
Dr. Hartshorn addressed a good-sired
audience at the church Sunday evening.

Lemons, doz.
Oranges, doz.
Apples, pk.N.

EV K

”

Automobile Given Away

Miss Both Treworgy returned Sunday
from a three weeks’ automobile trip to New
Jersey with friends. The return was
made by the White mountains.

Creamery butter, ft.
Dairy butter, ft...

“WHO PAYS”

COMING SOON,

her parents, Asa C. Flood and wife.
Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, who
has been visiting here several weeks, has
returned home.

PLUMBING,

Fori.

Sold hr

F. R. Moore,

Hot Water Heating, Furnac<

Sid Sept 24, sch Lulu W Epps, Boston, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
Ski Sept 29, sch Henrietta A Whitney,
Newark, staves, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co

Work and

County Forts.
Franklin—Ar Oct 1, sch Daniel McLoud
Southwest Harbor—Sid Sept 30, schs Mildred May for Gloucester, cargo cured lish
from B H Mayo; Albert J Lutz (Br) for Nova
Scotia
Sid Oct 5, stm Mohawk, coastwise

Jobbing.

EM.sxvoitTIi,
M AIV K

Hancock

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

3T~

BORN.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant

ALLEN-At Lamoiue, Sept 25, to Mr and Mrs
Francis S Allen, a son. [Francis S, jr.|
BRACY—At Brooklin, Sept 28, to Mr and Mrs
Harold E Bracy, a daughter. [Lillia Mae.]
CLARK—At Hancock, Sept 21, to Mr and Mrs
Walter P Clark, a daughter.
DAVIS—At Bar Harbor, Sept 22, to Mr and
Mrs John W Davis, a son.
DAVIS—At Lamoine, Sept 16, to Mr and Mrs
Augustus Davis, a son.
MEADER-At West Ellsworth. Sept 25, to Mr
and Mrs Byron H Meader, a
daughter.
| Persis Eva.]
MORONI—At Bar Harbor, Sept 29, to Mr and
Mrs Edward Maroni, a daughter.
PIERCE—At Brooklin, Sept 21, to Mr and Mrs
Fred L Pierce, a daughter. [Alice Edna.]
ROWE—At Bar Harbor, Sept 10, to Mr and
Mrs Hollis E Rowe, a son.
SOPER—At Bar Harbor, Sept 28, to Mr and
Mrs Charles L Soper, a son.
SANBOR N—At Brooksville, Oct 2, to Mr and
Mrs Eu gene Sanborn, a daughter. [Arlene

St., Ellsworth,

Me.

Telephone 5—5.

THE

CLARION.

A. W. CURTIS

Whether it’s a range or a fui

“Clarion", it it
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

J. P.

a

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street.

Ellsworth, Me.

Doors, Windows, Roofing,
Screen Doors, Window Screens,
Moulding and Gutter,
Hardware, Sheathing Paper, Wall
Board, Glass, Putty, Zinc,
Lead.

Marie.]

SNOW—At Stonington, Sept
Mrs Bertrand H Snow, a son.
THOMAS—At Southwest Harbor, Sept 28, to
Mr and Mrs Edward Thomas, a son.
WILLIAMS—At Brooklin, Sept 28, to Mr and
Mrs
Edmund Loring Williams, a son.
28, to Mr and

Camden
Woolens
Save money by buying dress material and
suitings tor men, women and children direct
from Camden Woolen Mill. Write tor samples

[Edmund Loring.]
MARRIED.
BOWMAN-DOW-At Whitefleld, Sept 26. by
Roswell Partridge, esq, Miss Velma F Bowman, of Whitefleld, to Loring J
Dow, of
Eden.
EATON—SCOTT—At Deer Isle, Sept 28, by
Rev O J Guptill, Miss Mary L Eaton, of
Stonington, to Paul W Sco t, of Deer Isle.
At North EllsMADDOCKS— MITCHELL
worth, Sept 29, by Rev Clarence Emery, of
Charleston, Miss Ruth G Maddocks, of
North Ellsworth, to Howard R Mitchell, of
Eden.
NYE—BLODGETT—At Bucksport, Sept 80,
by Rev Henry W Webb, Miss Jessie Marie
Nye to Frederick Swazey Blodgett, both of

F. A. Packard Mgr., Retail Dept.
BOX 35, CAItDEN, MAINE

PUR

FUR-LINED COATS
at

—

will act

laxative in the
morning

as a

E. G. Moore.

Canunisaion iHmtjanta.

FRIEND'S
Fine Lines

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING

All Kinds of Laundry Wort

port.

Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO.,

bT haQAN,

IRA

Civil
Land

j

Proprietors

Ellsworth, Me

State Street,

SWAZEY-BUTLER-At Tremont, Sept 29, by
L W Rumill, esq, Miss Virgelia M Swazey
to Fred E Butler, both of Tremont.

Jr.

Engineer,
Surveyor.

CorrtsiwidMC, Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7

Waldo
summer

County Farms

residences, cottages, bunga-

lows, large and small places, in prices
suit.
We have the best bargains in

to

England. Write us your want.
Dickey-Kaowlton Real Estate Co.,

New

BELFAST, MAINE.

days.

days.

Tonight
"It

REPAIRING of all KINDS

8TIRRAT—8COTT—At Bar Harbor, Sept 27,
by Rev A C Larned, Miss Barbara W H
Stir rat to Horace William Scott, both of
Bar Harbor.
STEVENS—GRAY—At West Brooksville, Oct
Miss Lottie N
4, by Rev C F Atkins,
Stevens, of West Brooksville, to Herman A
Gray, of North Brooksville.

KNOWLTON
At Everett, Mass,
Sept 28,
Henry W Knowlton. formerly of Sunset,
aged 81 years, 10 months, 5 days.
LOWE—At Deer Isle, Oct 1. Mrs Comfort
Lowe, aged 75 years.
SPENCER—At Bar Harbor, Sept 28, Minniva
E, wife of C H Spencer, aged 88 years, 12

?ettaBfc (Stdefr&ie*

I

Bucksport.

D1KD.

DAVID

Especially

SNOWM AN—BRAY—At Bucksport, Oct 2, by
Rev A B McAlister. Miss Wilma A Snowman, of Orland, to Joseph C Bray, of Bucks-

BRIDGES—At Penobscot, Oct 1, George E
» Bridges, aged 59 years, 6 mouths, 23 days.
CARPENTER—At Castine, Oct 2, Edward H
Carpenter, aged 45 years, 6 months, 4 days.
GRAY—At Bucksport. Sept28, Reta, daughter
of Mr aad Mrs Elmer Gray, aged 3 years.
GRAY-At Belfast, Oct 4, Charles L Gray,
formerly of Deer Isle, aged 6» years, 10
mouths.
HANCOCK—At Boston, Sept 24, Mrs Addie
R Hancock, formerly of Bucksport, aged 75
years.
HODGKINS—At Bar Harbor, Sept 30, Anson
A Hodgkins, aged 48 years, 9 months, 27

COATS

Take a

The local merchant who does not ad
throwing open the door to the
mail-order house, which does advertise,
and which is looking for just such openvertise is

1 ings.

WANT

Live

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.

_

fMrin Tong and bride earn from
Bangor Swnday. lor a >tau with haa parents, Dyer Yoeor and wile.

WIST FRANKLIN

Lyle

Smite

returned

Harbor Saturday.
Henry Hutchins

Noel lirast

trom

returned

fas

trom

NeLs*.
young daughter
Peari Coomb*. u iiL
the

at

Mr. and

Merchant. who Me spent
her aaat, Mrs L.
Gipairsck, bas retained to North Salli-

Ytm
•evere

Shaman

•neni

suSerag

is

from

a

attack at rheumatism.

Harbor, where they hare been

Harry Clark and Austin W.iliams took
up s n.ve of honey with flfty pounds in it
weec.

Holme
Mrs.
aad
Mrt. Mary Went
Coombs sad two children recently risued
Mrs. J. M. Oars.
Irvin Rollins tad Franc Bradbury. Jr-,
left Tuesday tor Aroostook county, waste
they nave employment.
Duncan McVicar, of Bar Harbor, a
former resident bere. spent Sunday with
S. T. Goodwin and wile.
Mre. H- G. WHotter, who has been rusting her daughter. Mrs- Die*, at Newport,
N. H-. severs! weeks, is home.
There was no session of lbs pr.ma.-r
school Thursday, owing to the Unseat of
the teacher. Mas Eateila Dyer.
Fatter Marston. who has been employed
at Bar Harbor, and Forrest Coomoa. who
baa seen on the Maine Centra, boats. are
at home

Harry Hamlin, with friends from Mild.
Sunday for hi* Inc TWt since
bis family moved trom here warn be was

was aere

a

bey.

small

Mrs. A. P. Dyer auSered
Fr.iay
night. On account of her age and teehie
her
for
condition, (ears are entertained
reeorery. Her daognier. Mrs. Irrin Hodgkins. of Bar Harbor, came Saturday.
a

Leila

Misa
friend

from

shock

coombs, accompuniec by a
Btaehiii. is spending a few

days at the aid home here wits her brothJohn, who has lost returned trom his
cummer’s work on the Maine Central boat.
Echo.
Oct. i.

er

OBITT ABT.

Fanny B~ wife of Cape. Aicaxo Dyer,
died Monday, baring gradually failed for
several month*. Death »u due largely to
ota age. she had been tenderly cared for
daring her illness by her daughter, Mr*
Jaii* Hut-chins, whc removed to the old
borne t hre* years ago to core for her parin their oid age.
Mrs. Dyer was bora in

ents

Camden and resided in Encx county during the earlier
part of her life, but for nearly half a century nod lived here. She was a faithful
mother and

companion,

kind

a

neighbor

and one who will be missed oy alL She
always too* a kindly interest in all the
affairs of the neignborbood.
Soe leave*, betides her aged husband,
two sons—£- J. Hollins and J. O. Dyer, of
this place: three daughters— Mrs. Julia
Hutcnina, Mrs. Man* Hodgkins, of Bar
Harbor, and Mrs. Abbae Morse, of Franklin. and four brothers—Osgood Blake, of
fioekiand; William, of Camden; Edwin,
of Colorado, and Isaac, of Reexport.
Tne funeral will be at the home Wednesday afternoon, Eev. Gideon Mayo

offic-.ating.
Echo.

Oct. 5.

j

j

|

EXERCISE THE STALLIONS.

!
Mrs Gwy Slackmer and little daughter I
Regular War* la Naraaaa Imrsssss
Jane, of St. Loins. Met. who has* -pest
Thaw l*ataac| aa tern
trees weeks at L. Gipatrirk s left TbarsObservations made by the New
day for Boston.
Jersey Mali, a show that ia the case
G.
Sept. 27.
at the fttihiei owned by the state
by far the largest percentage of mares
WF5T HANCOCK.
were settled by those stallions that
Mrs Jesse Brows ia thiaaf ia North- were gJveE regular work aad dally

visiting.

Isk

weeks with

rus

"The Page”,
Howard Hardison.
Bang r. recently visited ais parents here.
E. J. Beilins sod wile returned Taeedey
clerk at

trom Sea,

HUSBANDRY

Harriet &.

Mrs.

east

An Old Kentucky Horn.
Since I Began
Taking Peruna
I Weigh 120

LIVE STOCK

Angus Ctaana. who haa bacn at Barry
Hodgkins' throagh the earn mer. teana today tor Florida for the winter.

county.

AnoRow

i1 jrrtitnamta.

I

COUNTY NEWS

Harbor.

part of the home bu there
greater change in the fun..sh
rHen
Formerly
tc the nursery.
! i»p
any oU piece of furniture wu thought
good eooogh for the children'* room.
Only an extravagant or careless housekeeper would pot good furniture in a
auraery tc he crawled over and perhaps soiled by muddy boots or grimy
la
been

a

exercise aad that colts resulting from
fingers.
mating evidenced o re vigor aad
The first change in this condition
vitality, says the Oraage Judd Farmer. I
cam* when the cry for sanitation in
stafhon
not
be
That
the
draft
should
Ms Henry C. Miliiken is nailing her \
the home swept through the land. Aftcondaed la a box stall is generally adtoo ia Conn as
er practically every other room In the
aad
mined by snrcessfal horsemen,
Mrs Minnie W iliard. of Steep Palis ia
house had been swept and garnished
certainly such animals are mere canetting her daughter. Mrs Pearl MUes
to the satisfaction of the sanitation expalHe at d.-tns a fan day's work chan
arem L. Miliiken and Marie Methe reform struck the nursery.
Mimes
the breeding mare during the latter j perts
Fariaad are attending high school ia
The Little people kst not only their
Fat makes a j
stage of her peegaancy
worn sofas, ragged rugs and wmmonEllsworth.
Hire color, and Idleness to conducive
Mrs Mary R. Batler is at the Bailer even to a greater pretentteos condition. place pictures, bat practically every| thing to the shape of furniture exceptnose far a lew weeks before going Sooth
but the staiSoo that is worked every :
ing enameled iron cots and straight
to.' the winter.
day aad able to do a day's work to
backed enameled chairs.
Bugs were
Archer Grace* and wife bare mowed
the harness has by far the best chance
| an abomination and pictures accumoaen from Bar Harbor, and are with Mr.
•t string uaefa! and marketable foal*.
La ted dust, parents were tofaL
Graces' father, C. P. Graces
Pertn;« the greatest drawback to
and now again after every other
to
the
east
Is
the
successful
j
breeding
Mrs Sjersan McFarland wee in Banroom In the bouse has received the atcolts
the
the
flm
fact
that
daring
gor iast week, eaUedThere by the illneas of
j tention of architects and decorators
brr tatoer. who is in the hospital.
the little people have come into their
Oct. C
L. M.
Parents aa well aa educators
own.
have come to realize the importance
XT. DESERT FERRY.
of environment upon the young a* well
O. P. Cunningham, of Bacatporu via
Sew nurseries
as upon older persons.
here last week.
and playrooms are Just as beautiful
and as individual as the rest of the
Mrs. Georgia Grant, who spent the sum- I
house. This does not mean that In the
3>er m Bar Harbor, is home.
new nursery the question of sanitation
The steamer Rangeiey left to-day for
is overlooked, only that parents have
Rockland, to go into winter quarters.
come to realize that the aesthetic sense
Mr. inland and family, who bare spent
of the young child may be influenced
tbe summer at Harvard Garter's, ieft last
by its surroundings withorn in any
week tor Bangor.
way lessening the hygienic quality of
W. W. JeUison and wife and F. L.
the rooms
Colby attended tbe Baptist —aociitioa at
Is the sew nurseries the floors tn
Swan's island Last week,
always made so that they ran be easily
Mrs. Florence Garter and two children,
washed
Though hardwood floors are
Fred and Carolyn, who nave been visiting
considered durable as well as sanitary
relatives here, left Saturday for Bangor,
and beautiful, many persons, porents,
to spend a few days with her brother,
educators and decorators, prefer nursbefore
Harvey Colby,
returning to West
ery linoleum, which is said to be saniScsrboro.
tary and easily kept free from dust
Oct. 4.
C.
and which has the added advantage
of being made with figures of Mother
Among the draft breed* the Shire
NORTH HANCOCK.
horae, aiccrding to fcae admirers.
Goose and animals and birds scattered
rases second pAce to hone.
He A
over Its surface.
Mrs. Rena Rollins was home from
possessed of great vitality, a of
When a hardwood floor is preferred
Franklin over Sunday.
a Ukllj disposition and A easily
for a nursery rugs with ail sons of
broken to harness
Moreover, the
Mrs. Charles Googins visited friends in }
Shire a an eery keeping horse.
quaint and beautiful figure* are to be
Orono and Bangor las: week.
The Shoe creases well and gets
When the child first begins to
had.
few
misf's
mated
with
when
scrub
EUis springer » at home from Northwalk all rugs should be carefully held
mares.
pbe
animal
A a
pictured
east Harbor, where be hat been employed.
In place by thumb tacks to prevent the
£:.ire mare.
Merit Googins was home for the weekbaby from slipping on theta.
end, returning Sunday to Bangor, where
Wbeu coloring the walls it is well to
car are hot well fed or well grown, i
he is employed.
rememler that a delicate shade of yel.'t is absolutely necessary that they
Mrs. Grace Joy and daughter Edith, of
low has a brightening effect and is not
during the early Injurious to the ehhd's eyes. Where
Ellsworth, and Mias Pearl Marsh were .row vigoro only
of tL.lr ... es. Tin.y sfcuu.d attain
the room Is bright and cheerful natguests lor tbe week-end of Mrs. M. B. \ stages
...if tbe.r mature weight when one
iaj.
urally a delicate shade of green is the
ear old.
If It la proposed to produce
color favored
Julia West secured first premium on
a l.rr.*J pound horse at maturity the i
There are many charming designs M
her biscuit and chocolate cake at the fair
j owner may expect the cod to weigh I
wall paper made especially for nurs*
oeid at Hancock Last week.
Miss Julia is
-»i pounds when he Is a year old. Until
rles.
Among the all over patterns
; eight years of age.
the brevier realizes the Importance of shown
by one firm which makes a
Oct. 4.
ASOM.
I
vigorous growth and maturity In specialty of furni«hing and decorating
yearling cults it Is doubtful whether nurseries there is one with scenes from
SALIaBLKY COVE.
the best results will follow horse breed- ! “Mother Goose" in delicate shades
Mrs. James Nor cross, of Portland, was
ing activities. The colt needs grain j with touches of red on a pale half
: the guest of Mrs. Leon Smith last week.
from the very outset, as soon ms be
background. There is another with
an be taught to eat.
A useful mix- j Little Bo
Frank Wood, who has be*n employed
Peep and her lambkins on
as
watchman at the
Then there
Pulitzer estate, rare recommended by the station cona delicate shade of green.
st* of equal parts crushed oat* and
has returned home.
t are others with fairies, with elves and
wheat brain to which IS) per cent oil- ! all manner of interesting make believe
Rufus R. Emery and daughter Alta athas teen added. A liberal amount j people.
One just suited for a boy's
tended the Maddocks-Mitchell wedding in j meal
f this mixture, together with clover
room has flamingoes and other wonNorth Ellsworth Wednesday evening.
r alfalfa hay. will produce that dederful birds in a tropical forest.
William M. Hopkins, of Trenton, has ;
!
>
elopment of bone ao-J vigor *o asThe point to remember about actual
been here several days helping Cap*, j
sentlal in growing colts.
furniture is simplicity and durability,
Bradley put the yacht Alice in winter
articles that can be easily scrubbed In
quarters.
Capt. Bradley, who recently
case of contagion*.
Put nothing in a
married Miss Susan Greenier, of New
CULLING THE FLOCK.
child’s room that he cannot manage
: York, ieft Saturday tor the laie of Pinea.
and master—chairs scale! to his size
Discard All Ewm With Broken Mouths
a.
I Oct. i.
and shelves that he can reach—and aland ths Inferior Lambs.
low plenty of boxes and cubbyholes,
WEST BROOK.LIN.
Once a year I go over my sheep, !
where his precious, favorite junk can
Mrs. Elmer Bridges, who use been visit- culling ont the individuals that are not :
be-treasured and respected.
! ing in Boston, is home.
p to my standard, says a New York j
I
farmer In the American Agriculturist. !
Harold Seavy, who bu been in Bsngor
A New Headlight.
All ewes that hav# broken mouths are i
for medical treatment, is home.
A novel electric flatiron has appeared
discarded. 1 examine also the u Iders
Mrs. Nettie Page, of North Sedgwick,
on the market which is provided with
and teat*, and If any have spoiled In
who has been visiting relatives here, has
a headlight. The latter consists of a
ny way because of accident these are
returned home.
small lamp of four candle power op
t go also.
I know, too, what ewes
Mrs. Mead Wells and daughter, Mrs.
erated at sU volts. The teams of this
are good producers and what ones are
Faustina flsl!, of Boston,
are visiting
lamp are projected down upon the wort
ot.
Any man who spends time with
Isaac Bridges and wife.
directly in front of the potaM of the
:1s flock from the time the lambs beiron and enable the operator to see
Sterling Carter and Eugene Grant, who
•jin to come until they are weaned has
Just what she is doing. The lamp is arhave been employed in Winterport in a
pretty good notion of the good and
ranged to hum only when current 1.
he bad in that flock.
corn-canning factory, are home.
flowing through the Iron, and for this
Oct. 4.
B.
The only i>erson qualified to do the
tilling Is the man who works with the reason it operates as a signal to show
whether the current is turned on or off.
Rather late In the fell my
KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
heep.
School is in eeastoa, taoght
Imag Peaeiee.

by

Mrs

Pounds for the
First Time in
My Life. My

do

former

sorts

weight

102 lbs. My
Mother who is
76 Years Old

was

j

Had brown

so

Weak She could scarcely walk.
She also took Peruna and is fleshier and looking well.

>

wowin !* Mr* H»tbi Hamilton, of W Oln In, LatonJa, f*
»bor»
Addvaaa Th* Fnu Oo.. of (vtonboL
r~»l> JVruna to all hoamrtm.
Ilia of Ufa."
a fme copy of U*

go*

r tan it

foe

_

_

NEWS

COUNTY

CRANBERRY ISLES.
George Lagoutte

__

tor

this week

leave*

the winter.
Mr*. W ilbert Bice returned from Portland Friday.
Clarence

Croeby

left

Monday for Rock-

Mil* Alios Higgihe is expected home
soon.

Mr*. Harry Hodgkins ii visiting in Bar
Haroor.
very

ill,

J. Sherman Douglas* and wife are
pected home soon from Lily Bay, to

ex-

Andrew

Young,

who has

been

i* out.

ma

re-

in lor the winter.

There is a large fleet of sardine boats at
the Point, where herring are being taken
in large quantities.

Capt. George Fierce,
died

who ho* been

Oct-

long lime,
prayer* at the home

on

ill

a

There were
Saturday after-

1.

j

—

KIDNEY DISEASE
KILLS
Tcm health and life depends upon sight
kidney and liver action. When disordered
jam have backache, brick dust deposits,

scalding pains, swelling around eyes, constipation. drowsiness, fever, rheumatic
pains, skin eruptions and other disorders
of the stomach, liver and blood. The best
treatment Is Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite Remedy. It helps to remove uric acid
from the system, the cause of most kidssy, bladder and blood troubles; to restore right action of the stomach, liver
and bowels and thus stop uric acid conditions; powerful but gentle In action; used
by thousands of men, women and children,
Write Dr. David
with universal success.
Kennedy Co., Rondout. N. Y-, for frs*
trial. Large bottles, all druggists.

■

_________

J

The fourteenth annual meeting of the
Maine Teachers' association will be held
at Bangor, October 28 and 29.
The secretary of state reports receipts

j
!

from automobile and

|

license from

automobile drivers’

Jan. 1 to Oct. 1

as

E. Plummer, of Portland, has
been appointed secretary of the grand
lodge of Odd Fellows to fill the vacancy
caused by .the death of W. W. Cutter, of
Westbrook.
William

j
|

HAIR AND SCALP
NEED DAILY CARE | Charles Thompson, sged
caught in
j Swanviile,
was

If you value the appearance of your
hair you should treat your scalp as
often and well as you brush your teeth,
and rub into the scalp pores twice
daily a little Parisian Sage. This
treatment is not a mere “hair tonic”.
It is bottled nourishment for the hair
roots said it is simply wonderful what
an Improvement its use for even a
week will make in the appearance of
anyone’s hair. It never injures, is
delightfully cool and pleasant to the
scalp and takes out the dull, lifeless
look hi the hair, making it soft, fluffy,
glossy and beautiful Two or three
applications remove every trace of
dandruff, and daily use will prevent
its return.
George A. Parcher and
the leading druggists everywhere can
furnish you with Parisian Sage—it
costs but a trifle.

£366,506.

the

thirty,
belt of

of

crop U pone over just as carefully
the ewes. I aim to keep out each
ear the best ewe lambs for the furrier Improvement of my flock.
The
•tilled lamb* are set apart, fed carefitlly and sold as soon as finished. I
an't see that it pays to keep an tnerlor lamb over winter for Its wool
With pood clover, some crushed
rop
ats. corn and linseed meaL It is an
easy matter to get these culled lambs
fat In a short time.
Then they are
told.

—

mb

*

CHILD WELFARE HINT.

on

j

a

Testing Oilmeal.
writer In an exchange prescribes
the following method for testing oilinfs few minutes.
meal: Place a handful or two In a l
John B. Couturier, MT»d sixteen veers, I
-mall dish and pour over It a quart of
son of Joseph Couturier, of Old
Town,
Cover It and let It
Ivoiling water.
met with e frightful death Thursday forestand for a few hours. If the contents
noon, when be was whirled around a rapprevent a thick, jelly-like mr>. the meal
; idly revolving shaft in the box mill of the
ts ail right; if It still remains as water
Jordan Lumber Co.
with a solid mass at the bottom someThe schooner John 8. Bencham, that
thing is wrong. The meal has been
struck on Otter island at the entrance of
adulterated and Is not worth purchasPenobacot bay, in the gale of last week,
ing as a stock food.
waa floated Thursday and towed to Hockland. While on the rocks, the wreck waa
Shads For Sheep.
sold to Rockland men for ftfS.
Do not allow the sheep to lie around
In fence corners or huddle In underFor any itchiaess of the ekia, for skin
brush. The best shade is a shed on I
rashes, chap, pimples, etc., try Doss's Ointopen ground where there is no grass.
ment, He at all drag storea.—Xdrt,
! threshing

Friday, and drawn
machine, receiving injuries from
machine

; into the
which he died

A

quired

unconsciously.

A

girl

may fall into the habit of carrying one shoo Ider higher than we
other, or she mny bend forward
at the shoulders, or there may be
a slight curvature of the spine.
1b all these conditions the breathing space is lessened. An Improper attitude when writing or
reading will often ruin a woman's figure.
This is especially
true of a girl who Is growing.

While tbe moat of tbe hotel gueatuM
cottagers have left, some w ill etay 00tu
the last of October, stnong them
tieiagthe
L ndrrwoods and tbs Camerons.

tber

fires have not been relaxed.

bnainea*.

firebug.

agimst

_

INDIAN POINT

Gilbert Hose brook, wife and son Willard. and Mr*. Leslie Rice and daughter
Barbara, were in Bangor last week.
Lena Wedge, wbo ha* been

Miae

ployed

;

Miss Susan Delxsiltre, who is teaebin*
here, spent the week-end st her bone it
Salisbury Cove.

em-

M. C. Abram ahd wife, of Ellsworth

Sparling's during tbe spent tbe past week here with tacit son,
summer, returned home Saturday.
John Abram, and wife.
Mrs. Harriet Richardson, of Bar Har“Aunt Abbie” Higgins, hole slid nesrtr
bor, wsj called here by the death of her at the age of
eighty-eight, recently -pent
brother, J Y. Spurting, *nd spent a few tbe
day with Mrs. M. F. Harding.
days with her brother, L. J. Sparling, who
Mrs. John
has been in tl»
at

hss been

Millard

confined to his bed

since

Decem-

ber.

Sept. 27.

_Hookey.

Abram, who

employ of R. H. Kittredge at liar
j! during the summer, is at home.
Sept. 27.

Mahan

Dodge

is

building

a

new

bouse.

Clarence Pinkbam and wife are visiting
Mrs. Pmktoam’s parents, at North Cast me.
Miss Olive Dodge has gone to Bar Harhospital for an operation for appendicitis.
bor

receiving congratulations on the birth of a son, born
24.
Sept.
W. S. Smallidge is building an addition
to his camp on the county road, to accommodate

some

of his

are

men.

Mrs. H. A. Rowland has cloaed her
cottage and left Monday with her family
for their home in Baltimore.
Dr. Russell Bisisdell and family, of New
York, have been visiting at Alvin Stinson's. They made the trip by automobile.
Mrs. A. L. Coaton and grandson, NewSmith, of Hsrtlsnd, who bsve been
visiting st Earle Coaton'a, left last week
for tbeir home.
ton

Mrs. Joseph Reed and son, of Camden,
came last meek to close tbeir
cottage
for the winter, were called home
Sunday,
Mrs. Reed’s mother, Mrs. Mary
Bracy,
who

being critically

ill.

Sept. 28.

in

H.

BASS HARBOR

Jay Wallace

has sold his power boat tn
Swan's Island parties.
Neil Churchill is spending a f-w dap
with his family in Orland.
a

Earle Coeton and wife

Harbor

_

SEAL HARBOR.

Brooklyn.
Evelyn Hutchins is at home, after
spending the summer m South Bluehill.
The new factory will soon be finished.
Apples and squashes are being brought in
dally.
Myrtle Nevells was called home last
Friday to care for her mother, Mrs. E. E.
Florence Alien,

a student at
Bluehill
haa gone to her
in Bluehill with Mrs.
Lily Johnaoo.

academy,

boarding-place

Frank Leighton, Charles
Allen, John
Orcutt and Curtis Young went to
Long
island on a hunting trip last

the church.

Reuben Murphy is eliding here. Mr.
Murphy is eighty-four years oid. and
wonderfully smart for his age. He Ion*
lived in this town, but of late bt- tnsde
bis borne with a son in Trenton.
X. Y. I
Sept. 27.
PRETTY MARSH
Mrs. Winslow Newell, who ns* "pent
the summer st Mount Desert, is h unc.

eabtbrook.
painted.

Work began on the State road last wwk.
Harry Goodwin, of West Franklin,
visited friends in town last week.
Mias Inez Googins, who has
spent the
summer here, left for
Brookline, Mass.,
last week.
Pearlie Wilbur has moved hia
family
into Effle Dinsmore's house for
the
she

winter,

having gone to Princeton.
Rev. D. B. Smith and
wife, of Was*
Franklin, spent the week-end with their
daughter, Mra. Amon Googins.
Eerl Giles, who Is
working at Bar Har-

j

Mrs. William Brown, ol Mourn insert,
spent the week-end with Mr* Winslee
Newell.
Albert Smith and wife spent

recently

with

Mr. Smith'*

a

ft*

mother,

dap
Mrs.

V. D. Smith.
Lettie Rnmill snd daughter Edna,
spent tbe summer at rbeir nome
here, left Thursday for Orooc.
0.
Sept. 27.
Mrs.

who have

day.
William Paul, of
Philadelphia, hu
moved his family here to the Lev: iwker
house.

Margaret Paul and daughter Anna,
apent tbe summer at Petit Manan
Point with her aiater, have moved here,
and are occupying Mrs. Hattie Lufkin*
bouse.
s27.
Mrs.

who

Sept.

_

BAR HARBOR
Dr. Prank Premoot Smith, of Washington, D. C., while handling a revolver
at his summer home here last Friday,
encidentally shot himself. The bullet

Friday.
Roy Allen, David Thurston, John tered just above his heart and passed oul
Thurston, E. E. Nevells and Fr.ncis Allen through tbe left shoulder. No vital pad*
*QtolDob‘ie trip to Bangor last were touched by the bullet, aud tot
Tbureda
wound is not necessarily dangerous UDies*
OCt- 4*7
blood poisoning results.
A* Q*
__
Moms Wilbur is in poor health.
£. A. Ash is hiving his house

I

1- J. Norwood and bis men are buildisf
fine piece of road from 1- V. KichT to

p.
j
COREA.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
A series of meetings is being held in toe
Minnie Pierce bts secured employment I Mormon church. Five were baptized sun-

Nevells.
No garment should bind or restrict the chest of your girl. The
ribs, especially In youth, are
very elastic, and much of the development of the lungs depends
upon their flexibility.
Neglect
of proper breathing and free exercise out of doors will bring
Unless
rigid, unyielding walls.
the chest expands readily and
properly the muscles gradually
weaken, the back becomes aged
and rounded, and the body actually suffers from malnutrition.
Such abnormalities are ac-

j

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Guy Robinson and wife, of Bangor, mn
spent two weeks with relative- here. R,.
Miss Elva Sparling la attending high j
Robinson will go to Kentucky next iw
acbool at Westbrook.
to take a position as travelling -slctsss
Schools are in seaaion. taught by Mias i for tbe
Carpenter A Morton Paint Co.,of
Gladys Y'eaton and Mr. Mulbart.
Boeton.
Mn. Robinson will join him
Esther Stanley completed her later.
Mia*
duties at Mr*. Nettie Stanley's Tuesday.
Oils Mills has taken posses-.on of :bt
Mrs. Pvrley Stanley and two children •tore sod coal privilege recently
potreturned from a visit to Belfast last week. chased o’ Henry Clark.
His daii*nt«
Mrs. Alice Gilley, of Baker'* islaDd, was Cora will be bia managing clerk for tbe
the gueot of Mrs. William Stanley Satur- present. Mr. Clark has had tn ffl.e fltlM
up in the old store, where he will conday.
The town has offered a reward of |600 tinue bis lumber business.
Oct. 4.
Sfui.
for the
Precaution*
furland

__

EAST LAMOiNE.

bor, was borne Sunday.
Hij brotn*
Everett went bars with him for a visit.
^4tint.

WEST SURRY.
W.C. Bowden and family, of Brewer,
were the gueets of bis uncle, L E. Lufkin,

Sunday.

Mrs. Lizzie Trundy returned SaturdW
from a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
ward Oonary, at Lynn, Maas.
Oct. «■

Th*r
Allied Palos
Mast Co.
The congestion of the blood In R»
M
causes pale. Sloan's Liniment penetrates
the congestion und starts the blood to
renewed,
is
freely. The body’s warmth
who ""
pais is gono. Tin “man or woman
»
rheumatism, neuralgia or other painh
their
in
fails to keep moan’s Liniment
is like n drowning mnn refusing *,r w.
Why suffer. Gel n bottle of Sloan* mu
sod Me. #1.00 bottle hold six times as
sa Me. else.
Rheumatism

and

®^

|

Sunday.

Mr. Byard and bride are with
relatives here on a honeymoon
trip.
Oct. 6.

COUNTY

Funeral ser■boat seventy-live years.
vices were neld at the Beech, her former
home, conducted by Bev. O. J. Quptill.

NEWS.

CENTER.
who bu boon ill, la
Lucy Nutt.r,

^Batcbelder
usork.

bu

A. E. F.rnsworth
week.
Hixbor last

ffon. to Winterport

end wile were

employed

who baa been

Elmer beach,

Bar

in

at

i" at bom®-

...mood,

haa gone to Wash„
N V. Tibbette
l°r the winter.
Cm
DartoD,
ot Boaton, la vlsltMary Stanley,
mother, Mrs. Liuie Stanley.
iDg ber

gale

Tbe

EAST ORLAND.
A. M.

Forsyth is ill.
H. A. Snow is ill of
mumps.
Miss Ruth Blaisdell has
gone to Bucksport to work.
Irvin Bell and wife have returned to
Conn.
The Priscilla club met with Mrs. James
DeKocber Thursday.

Portland,

C. O. Atkins and wife have returned
from a visit in Augusta.
Arthur Dunbar and Harvey Snow
the fish hatchery.

week de,tr°y*d •
trap, on the near islands.

'**'

^uy fishing and

Mrs. Florence Stanley
from a visit in New York.

gri.

turned to

o

are

*"*t painting

wile have moved into
L. Smith
house for the winMartha Nutter's

ter-

of Trenton,
Willard Gott and wife,

has

returned

Mrs. Thoreau Cronyn and son have
their home in New York.

re-

Mrs. Annie Crane, who spent the sumwith Mrs. Carrie Jordan, has returned
to Boston.

who has spent the
Mn. Georgia Foley,
F. W. Cola’s, leaves for Boston
mmmer at

Mrs. Krafts went to Boston Tuesday to
her husband, returning Friday accompanied by Mr. Krafts.

were

seek.

lo-day.

baa returned to CamMn. W T. ParBon
»,ter spending the summer
bridge. Ma»"-.
■t Haven.
fismuel A. Herrick, of Jersey City, la
his vacation with hit father, Dr.

quoding

y.9. Herrick.
Everett Holden

ia

ground
which he will have
broken lor the house
built this winter.
Mrs. G. W. Herrick accompanied her
home from Somerville,
giber, G. C. Hall,
gui., Wednesday.
Miss Hinckley, of Blue bill, who is
uacbing at Naskeag, was the week-end
of Mis* Etta Bridges.

yoest

Mrs. Edith Leighton and Master Paul,
who have been visiting here, returned to
WoodavUle, N. H., Thursday.
Mias Rachel Cole, who is teaching in
Augusta, spent the week-end with her
and wife.
parents, P. W. Cole
and wife, who
Edward Hutchinson
teaching in the high school at Sedgwick, spent the week-end in town.
Mrs. Brooksie Bond, of Revere, Maas.,
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Alfred Joyce, returned to her home Monare

day.
Miss Edith Lopaus left for New York
Thursday, accompanied by Master Lewis
Marks, w ho will enter a hospital in Massachusetts for treatment.
H. S. Kane has returned from Addison,
has been packing blueberries.
He was accompanied by bis son, who
where he

spent

one

night

with him.

Eugene Kane has returned from Verwhere

mont,

be

has

been

employed.

Everett Cousins, Fred Nutter and Law*
rence

Kane

are

home from

Winterport.

Mrs. J. B. Babson leaves to-day for
Roxbury. Mass., to visit her daughter,
Mr®. Charles West. Hhe will spend the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. M. A.

Flye.
Center Harbor Kebekah lodge was visited Sept. 29 by the president of the
assembly, Mrs. Virginia Holbrook, and
her grand marshal, Mrs. Farnbam, both
©l La

...

Cant. F'er»

Phiiiiy- an
fora

f

mer

meet

George Snow and Willie Pickering

Phillips

has

Ms-e* Astrid

at

went

Searsmont last week after the household goods of F. E. Cotton, which they
moved to North Bluehill.
Oct. 3.
M.
to

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs. Garrett has closed her cottage.

having

Arthur Foster has gone to Jacksonville,
Fla.
Mr. Mason left Friday for his home in

Dayton, O.
Miss M. E. Conary is with Mrs. Fernfor a month.

strom

Mrs. B, A. Wood and daughter
Bluehill for a week.

are

in

Mrs. H. A. Candage spent the week-end
with Mrs. B. A. Gray.

Miss McKay, of Pittsburgh, is with
the Davidsons for a.short visit.
Mrs. Davidson is home from Canada,
where she spent two weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Tapley.
S. B. Hubbard, who spent some
weeks at Parker Point, is in Mew York
for a short time before going to Florida
for the winter.
Oct. 4.
Crumbs.
SURRY.

Capt. C. M. Coulter

is home

(or

Allie Townsend and family

Sunday.
Capt. N. J. Kane spent
week

a

a

were

visit.
here

few days last

at home.

E. M. Osgood commenced to dig his
potatoes Monday.
Miss Angie Treworgy and sister Villa
spent the week-end here.
Davis and wife have moved into
Mrs. George Prince’s house.
AI den

Freeman Sheldon, Fred Carter and Mr. j
Stoddard, of Belfast, were here Saturday.
Arbutus grange has changed its meeting
from Friday to Saturday, for two
months.

night

Mr. Salisbury and wife moved into the
of Mrs. Almira Milliken recently.
He has opened a shoe and harness repair
house

shop.
joined Mrs.
Oct.

his mother’s

L.

4.
_

e

factory.
An

at

Ed-

Miss Imogen® Grant baa gone to Boston
to attend *
physical culture school.
Mr®. Nellie Robbing leaves this week to
resume her work with the California
Perfume Co.

Ospt. Louis Lane was borne a few days
last week while hia vessel was discharging in Caiaia.
Mrs. Grace Moore, who has been visiting her father, C. N. Rhodes, returned to
Brookline Friday.
"•

A.

Bracy and family moved from SarThey are occupying

Wntville Friday.
J- F. Gray’s house.

C. Grant, who has been here for a
deck's visit with his wife at Riverside,
k*® returned to Boston.
Kev. Mr. Kimball and W. N. Means and
wi*e attended the
Baptist association at
8wan’s Island last week.
Mrs. Minnie Daniels, who has been at
home here during the summer, will
^lorn to Boston next week.
Miss Harriette Cole, who has been cariog for Mrs. H. J. Byard, has returned

home. Mrs. Byard is better.
J* W.
Paris, who accompanied bis
daughter to New York, where she will atColumbia university, returned Tues-

jjnd

E. J. Eaton and wife went to
Haverhill,
Mtea., last week to attend the wedding of
tt,eir ^phew, Roy Byard. They returned

2U&crtl*anani

a.word for mothers
It is

5*

The house was beautifully decorated
Both
with cut flowers and pine boughs.
the bride and the groom are popular
among the young people of the town.
Mrs. Blodgett is a graduate of Bucksport
seminary and Abbott academy, Andover,
Mass. Mrs. Blodgett is in business with
his father under the Arm name of George
Blodgett Co.
man.

eleven-pound boy arrived
Willi,m*’ Wednesday.

mund

a

grave mistake for mother* to neg-

their aches and pains and suffer

m

Wence—this only
ne**

leads to chronic aick»nd often shorten* life.
If your work is
tiring; if your nerves are
'rdtable: if you feel languid, weary or
“'Pressed, you should know that Scott’s
rwwusion overcome* just such conditions.
ft possesses in concentrated form the
to? elements to invigorate the blood,
•tr'ngthen the tissues, nourish the nerves

build strength.
Scott’* is strengthening thousands oi
“oihere—and will help you. No alcohol.
* foott g Bewa*. MooasfleU. N. I.

Harbor View chapter, O. B. S. held its
annual picnic at the Maaonio banquet hall
Saturday. It was quite largely attended,
and a good time is reported.

returned from Boston

Friday.
Miss Gladys Gray la teaching at Sooth
Seal Cove.

Mrs. George Saunders, who has spent
the summer at lalesboro, visited her
mother, Mrs. George Haskell, a lew days
before leaving for her home at Bryn
Mawr, Peun. She was accompanied by
her brother, Horace Haskell, who enters
the University of Pennsylvania.
Oct. 4.
Rex.

Byron Campbell ia home from Northeast
Harbor lor

a

week.

Kenneth Hodgdon ia
school in Rockland.

attending high

Mrs. William Morphy is visiting her
alster, Mrs. Everett Morphy.
Mrs. Ralph Howland, of Boston, is
visiting her uncle, Allred H. Clinkard.
William Aylea, of Salisbury Cove, spent
the week-end with his brother, E. J.

ORT.AND.

Miss Inez Perltina is working at A. K.
Buck’s.
Mrs. Joseph Proctor, of Revere, Mass.,
visiting her mother, Mrs. Abbie Rich.
The Viles summer home here will be
closed next week. Mrs. Lizzie Burrill and
Miss Gladys Eldridge left for Brewer last
week. Harry Eldridge returned to Dedia

ham Saturday. George and Philip Coffin,
of Bangor, have made their last week-end
visit for the season. Mrs. Coffin will leave
Friday. Mrs. Tewksbury and Miss Sara
Vilea will dose the house and go to Bangor the first of next week. The house has
been open since May and a large number
of summer visitors have been entertained

there.
Oct. 4.

D_

WEST BROOKS VILLE.
E. E. Babeon baa been drawn to
the traverse jury in Ellsworth.

serve

on

The Rebekah lodge ot this place
important meeting Thursday ot last

held

an

week.

William Warren is at home from Cariboo.

to-day.

Oct. 4.

noon

_

_Tomson.
DEDHAM.

Mrs. Ella Burrill baa been ill the past
week.
Alphonao Davis, of Wellington, la visiting his daughter, Mrs. C. L. Burrill.
J. F. Cowing and wife visited their
daughter, Mrs. Alfred Tracy, at Hancock,
last week.
Oct. 4.
B,

Miss Maria Tracy, who bas spent the
summer here, has returned to Cherryfleld.
Mrs. Allison Colwell and Miss Selma
Noonan spent a few days last week in'Bar
Harbor.

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS

Lawrence Pike returned Friday from
Grindstone, where he has been tor the
Donald Hanuy, of Marblehead, Mass.,
and Miss Fanny Anderson, of Salem,
Mass., are at S. 0. Cole’s for two weeks.

LOCA-

QUARRIES, FACTORY

Located on the line ol the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to thoee deairing to make
change in location for a new etart In life.

a

Clyde Robertson haa purchased a motorMrs. George Germond, who bas been
cycle.
Undeveloped Water Powers,
visiting ber parents, E. A. Over and wife,
John Robinson, of Bangor, was in town left
Sunday for Ilion, N. Y., where sbe ia
Unlimited Raw Material,
Sunday.
to live.
Mrs. Ed. Reed and daughter Ethel, of
Harvey Robertson is having an addition
Mrs. Tbomas Van Ness bas closed ber
and
Northeast Harbor, spent last week with built on his store.
summer residence, and, with ber mother,
their aunt, Mrs. Isabelle Hodgdon.
Good Farming Land
Theodate Peters is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary Van Ness, is at E. W. Cleaves’
Mrs. Robert Higgins and little grand- Mrs.
until they leave for their city homes.
Angelia Moon.
Await
daughter, Ina Aldene Mayo, visited Mrs.
Rosa Havey has returned from Seal HarCapt. A. L. Strout, who has been in the
E. M. Higgins at the Sound this week.
bor, where shd has been employed.
employ of tbe Maine Central on its
Frank A. Hodgdon, who has been workCommunications regarding locations
The Golden Rule society was pleasantly ferryboats through tbe summer, is home.
ing in Corinna over a year, is spending a entertained
are invited and will receive attention
are at A. R. Joy’B for the present, as
They
Mrs.
Vienna
by
Wednesday
few days with his parents, F. L. Hodgdon
Mrs. Strout is still suffering with ber head when addressed to any agent of the
Crabtree.
and wife, before going to Baltimore to atand eyes.
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
Two baby girls arrived in town one day
tend dental college.
Tbe Pythian Sisters had possession of
last week, one at the home of Alfred
A quiet wedding took place at the home
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,
and the other at the home of the town Fridsy, when their scbool of inof Mr. and Mrs. Willis WallB at Seal Cove, Leighton
struction convened here.
Tbe pleasant
Fred Bowden.
Sept. 21, when their only daughter, Jennie
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Mrs. Maria Havey, G. C. of Pythian day brought out a large attendance. At 6
Frances, was married to Albert Gray, of
a chicken supper was served to
o’clock,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
visited
the
at
temples
Tremont,
this place. Their many friends wish them Sisters,
North Haven, Vinalhaven and Stoning- ninety delegates from West Sullivan,
happiness.
Cherryfleld and Mil bridge. Tbe evening
ton last week.
Sept. 27._M.
was given over to tbe work of the order.
A party of thirty-four members of
The ladies' degree and tbe gentlemen's
Tbe gale last week destroyed about all
A1L-THJK-W A Y-BY-WATER
Puritan temple attended the convention
the weirs.
degree were exemplified by visiting sisterof Pythian Sisters at Prospect Harbor Frihoods.
FALL SCHEDULE
Mrs. Perry, of Sullivan, is visiting ber
day, making the trip by automobiles.
Oct. 4.
C.
BANGOR LINE
daughter, Mrs. F. L. Hodgdon.
The convention was greatly enjoyed.
A
Frank A. Hodgdon left Saturday for delicious banquet was served by the memOAK POINT.
Turbine Steel Steamships CAMDEN and
bers of Halcyon temple.
Baltimore, to enter a dental college.
BELFAST
Mrs. Alma Alley, who has been ill, is
Oct.
4.
H.
Mrs. Roy Rowling, of Rockland, is visbetter.
Leave Bangor Monday, Wednesday, Thursand
Saturday at 1100 a m, Winterport, 11.45
ing her aunt, Mrs. George Freeman.
Dr. Smith, of Cambridge, Mess., is here day
WEST SULLIVAN.
a m, Bucksport 12.30 p m. for Searsport, BelMr. Billings, who has been visiting
fast, Camden, Rockland and Boston.
for
a few days.
W. B. Blaisdell has opened a law office
RETURNING—Leave India wharf, Boston,
J. H. Turner, returned to Bluehill Friday.
in the Lipsky building.
Aubrey Alley has gone to Seal Harbor, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Filday at 5.00

Development.

Eastern

4.

Oct.

M.

IHLESFORD.

at

Mrs. Q. F. Hooper and Miss Doris
home from Bar Harbor.

Mrs. Annie Simpson, of Etna, is
of E. F. Clapham and wife.

Mrs. John Gilley is visiting ber grandsou, Earle

Stanley.

a

are

guest

A. P. Havey has been engaged
pal of Sullivan high school.

Rev. A. D. Knight and family have
Connecticut for his month’s va-

Mrs.
Carlton Reed is visiting her
mother, Mrs. William Thomas, sr.
Charles Brinton came from Bar Harbor

Dane, of the Dane Credit Co., of
Rockland, was in town last week.
gone to
cation.

Miss Mildred Young is home from her
Southwest Harbor, ill of whooping cough.

to

school at

The

family.

Speidel.

William Black are sorry
to learn of the loss of bis motor boat in
the recent gale.

Miss Minnie Bunker has returned from
Asticou, where she has been during the

G. T. Hadlock will rebuild his
the woods from where the

summer.

barn back in
one was

the week-end with his

princi-

Mrs. Q. W. Pettiogill has gone to Lincoln, Neb., to visit her sister, Mrs. Charles

friends of

Capt.

spend

as

Mrs. Howard Cousins went to Fort Kent

burned.

Friday to join her husband, who is estabWork of clearing away at the Brooks lishing a bakery there.
estate has begun.
Mr. Brooks will reH. H. Havey was the lowest bidder for
build his house on tbe same foundation.
the contract of building the piece of Btate
G. R. Hadlock has moved his family road at East Sullivan.
over to the “Colonel’s”.
Mrs. Hadlock
Ernest Mayer has closed “Virginia
still
keeps the postoffice in the same Farm” for the season, and haB gone to
building.
Mrs.
Massachusetts, accompanied by
Mrs. Agnes Phippin, who has been cook Mayer.
at the, “Colonel’s” for the past few
Miss Annie Chamberlain, of Hancock,
months, is at home. The boarding house was a guest last week of Miss Sara
is closed for the season.
Bunker, who has recently returned from a
William Young, jr., is having a new three months’ stay in Bangor.
Oct. 4.
M.
piece added to his house. His mother and
father have given up housekeeping and
are

emploj ment.

Leon Murch spent Sunday night with
his mother, Mrs. Georgia Murch.

Harbor,
Haynes’.

Bar

are

son

visiting

Ernest, of

at

Warren

David Marshall leaves to-day for an
automobile trip to tbe northern part of
Maine, with his son Maurice.
Oct. 4.
M.

atrjrrttsrmnuB

Safety First
Indigestion, constipation, biliousness
and many ailments of the digestive
organs are often the source of serious
illness. At the first sign of disordered
conditions take the reliable family

remedy that is always dependable

Lester E. Pray has purchased a
Overland car.

Mrs. Julia Hosmer and son, Mr. Cager,
who have been visiting Mrs. Hosmer’s
niece, Mrs. Edward Spurting, returned to

new

Mrs. L. H. Somes has returned from
visit in Boston.

a

Concord, Mass., Saturday.
Miss Mildred McFarland is employed at
They
accompanied by Mrs. Spurling’s
Lucius
father,
Whipple, who will visit the home of M. L. Allen.
in
Boston
and
relatives
vicinity.
Mrs. Harry O. Somes, of West Franklin,
their home in

People Say To Us

all of them is to take

PILLS

PROMT

Should Convince

the Greatest

Skeptic in Ellsworth.

Oct.

S.

called

BAR HARBOR.

Mrs. T. B. Knowles, of West Eden, was
the week-end guest of Lewis Suminsby
and wife.
Alan Milliken has a position as physical
director in the Essex county training
school, in Lawrence, Mass.
Miss Olive Cleaves left Wednesday for
Philadelphia, where she will take a training course as nurse in a hospital.
Mrs. William Adair has returned from
where she was called by the
serious illness of her son, whom she left

Brunswick,

FRANKLIN.
Arthur
town last

Mrs. Clara Wheelden, of Derby, Conn.,
of Ellsworth, is the guest of her
Mrs.
niece, Mrs. Marie K. Maddox.
Wheelden has many relatives and friends
in Hancock county whom she will see before cold weather.
Oct. 4.
M.

Edward

_

Marlboro.
DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Charles Greenlaw, who has been ill
some weeks, is out.
Harold Howard and Clyde Marshall,
who have been yachting this summer, are
home.

tional cburehes.
tended.

at the

Services

were

Ells-

worth citizen.

BLAIR, late of BELVEDERE,
Warren county, New Jersey, deceased, no
bonds being required by the terms of said will;
that he has appointed Edward B. Mears of 26
Mt. Desert street, in the town of Eden, county
of Hancock and State of Mam*,

Congregalargely at-

Rev. H. W. Collins, of Baldwin, a former
pastor of the church here, is visiting
friends in town.
Mrs. Comfort Lowe died at the borne ot
her daughter, Mrs. Judson Haskell, Friday, after a long illness. Her age was

the same that Mr. Clark
ney Pills
had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
N. Y.
—

_

formerly

Anson A. Hodgkins, formerly of Marlboro, died Thursday, of heart failure.
been in ill health
He had
all
sumbut death came suddenly in the
mer,
was
a
carHodgkins
night. Mr.
penter, and had been living in Bar
Harbor about fifteen years. His age was

him

weeks in

improved.

rally day

subscriber, Clinton Ledyard Blair, of
Jersey,
duly aphereby gives
pointed executor of the last will and testaSomerset county, New
THEPeapack,notice
that he has been
ment of
DEWITT CLINTON

re-

around again, after so many
bed. He is improving rapidly.
Oct. 4.
Tango.

see

The Malvern hotel and many cottages
closed this week, and much ot the sumat an end. Extensive
mer business is
repairs are to be made on the Malvern.

was

ILrgal Nottrrs.

as

bis agent

cently.

Mrs. E. L. Palmer and two children
have arrived in town for the winter.

Sunday

relatives and friends here

E. Q. Moore.

within the said State of Maine.‘ai d *be does
Testimony easily investigated.
stipulate and agree that the service of any
The strongest endorsement ot merit.
legal process against him as such executor, or
Mrs. Ctara E. Somes is having the ol 1
that tne service of anv such process against
The best proof. Read it:
him in his individual capacitv in any action
store beside her house remodelled into a
acts
E. J. Clark, Surry Road, Ellsworth, founded upon or arising out of anv of his
or omissions as such executor, shall, if made
dwelling house.
says: “I was annoyed by attacks of kid- on such agent, hsve like effect as if made
Rev. J. N. Walker and Miss Ruth are on
on him personally within the said State of
ney complaint. I had sharp, shooting Maine. All
persons having demands against
a two weeks’ vacation in New Hampshire
pains across the small of my back and the the estate of said deceased are desired to preand Massachusetts.
the same for settlement, and all indebted
kidney BecretionB were irregular in pas- sent
thereto are requested to make payment imFrank E. Abbott and wife left Saturday sage.
Doan’s Kidney Pills had been mediately.
Clinton Ledyard Blair.
August 18,1915.
for their home in Cleveland, O., after a recommended to me and I finally began
month at the Pray cottage.
using them. I could soon see that they To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
Mrs. Thomas Tweedy left Saturday for were helping me and 1 continued taking
Probate court in vacation, in and for the
them until I felt better in every way.”
her home in Flushing, N. Y., after spendcounty of Hancock, on the twentieth day of
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don't simply
ing the summer at “The Pines”.
September, a. d. 1915.
ask
for
a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidfollowing matters having been preFriends of Walter M. Allen are glad to
sented for the action
herein-

_

much

on

an

a

before and after each meal.^ 25c a box.

POSITIVE

evidence ol

Return leave Bluehill Monday and Thursday at 0.00 a m, for Rockland a id intermediate landings.
On Fridays a special trip will be made from
Rockland to B^ooklin and retain, making all
intermediate landings.

"I cannot eat this or that food, it does
not agree with me.” Our advice to

Ureart Sale at Any Madicioe hi th. World.
Sold rronwhoro. In boxro, 10c.. 25c.

the

landings.

atftcnisnnence.

BEECHAM’S

Because it’s

BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesday and Saturday
6.W am, for Bar Harbor and intermediate
landings. Return leave Bar Harbor Monday
and Thursday at lO.tOam for Rockland and
intermediate landings.
BLUEHILL LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesday and Saturday
at 6.(0 a m, for Bluehill and intermediate
at

—

were

4.

Steamship Lines

Steamers of the Mount Desert Lines connect at Rockland with Bangor Line steamers
from and to Boston.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Steamships North Land and North Star
leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 6.00 p m.
II. T. SANBORN, Agent, Bangor.

MOUNT DESERT.

make their home with him.

to

where be bas

Mrs. Clifton Dolliver and

Mr.

—

Lottie, which takes place at high

Miss Lucy Pinkbam was a recent guest
of her aont, Mrs. George W. Colwell.

Fred Clinkard and Beatrice Clark, of
Bar Harbor, spent the week-end with
Alfred Clinkard.

!

j

forty-nine years. He leaves a widow, one ;
Sloop Bay King, Capt. Wave, ot West
son, Cleveland, a brother, Chester, of Bar
the
here
harbor
made
during
Tremont,!
Mrs. Ophelia
Harbor, and two sisters
gale last week.
Whitten, of Qouldsboro, and Mrs. James
old
of
the
There was a large gathering
Interment was at
Parritt, of Steuben.

and young at the flve-cent social at the
Ohapel Friday evening.
George Stevens, leaving his steamer in
JProvidenoe, R. I., arrived home Friday to
attend the wedding of his sister. Miss

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Mrs. Forrest Noonan left Thursday for
Medway, Mass., lor the winter.

summer.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Mrs.

returning to Rock, Mass.,
BUCKSPORT.
for ilie* winter.
He is accompanied by
The seminary foot-ball team defeated
John C:.'riHitticon, of Boston.
Brewer high school on the home grounds
\V($t
.umr.g ha 1 closes to-day, for Saturday by the score of 6-0.
the »ea*nn, w huh has been (the most sucThe wedding of Miss Jessie Marie Nye
cess'u! me® Havt-n
became a summer
and Frederick Swacey Blodgett took place
colony,over twenty-five years ago. ManaThursday evening at the heme of the
ger J.H.
and Mri. Hooper return
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elliott M.
to*** ,« i •>< t >-dsy.
Rev. Henry W. Webb officiated. The
Nye.
Oct. 4.
Une Femme.
bride’s gown was of white crepe de chine,
with veil. She' carried a shower bouquet
s
IX* WICK.
of white roses. Miss Agnes J. Leslie, of
C. V
lft-n i, in Portland.
Andover, Mass., was maid of honor, and
R. l. L iuj Liam leturned from the corn Louis H. Chandler, of New|York, was best
's»t

Butler

Reed.

ot Weston Gott and wife last

duguests

Hobart

lUUrostw wk AmMi>

COUNTY NEWS

Tracy,

of

Waterville,

was

in

week.
and Theodore

Stomach

Misery
Quickly Vanishes

Bragdon have
Your money back if you want it, is
employment et Whitinsville, Mass
Mrs. Emery and son, of Lake View, are the way in which (i. A. Parcher, the
popular
druggist, is selling Mi-o-na,
visitors at the Baptist parsonage.
the great dyspepia remedy.
Willis Billings is home from Northeast
This is an unusual plan, but Mi'-on-a
Harbor where he has been employed.
has so much merit and is so almost inLack of Btone orders causes a lull in the variably successful in relieving all
forms of indigestion that he runs but
small business that has been done at the
little risk in selling under a guarantee
quarries.
of this kind.
E. P. Garbett, in charge of the railroad
Do not be miserable or make your
section crew, has a neat little house well friends miserable with your dyspepsia.
Mi-o-na
will help you. If it doesn’t,
advanced for occupancy,
tell Mr. Parcher that you want your
Rev. C. J. Brown, superintendent of
money back and he will cheerfully reSunday schools for Maine, preached at the fund it.
Methodist church Sunday afternoon.
A change for the better will be seen
from the first few doses of Mi-o-na,
Mrs. Brown accompanied him.
and its continued use will soon start
It is with regret that the many friends
on the road to perfect
digestion
of Rev. G. Mayo and family learn of their you
and enjoyment of food.
intended departure. His resignation was
Mi-o-na has been so uniformly sucread from the pulpit Sunday. They will cessful that
every box is sold under a
leave in November.
positive guarantee to refund the
Oct. 4.
B.
money if it does not relieve. What
fairer proposition could be made?
NORTH LAMOINE.
Mr. Parcher gives his personal
guarGeorge Smith is having an artesian well antee of “money back if you want it”
with
box
of
every
Mi-o-na
that he
bored.
sells.
A guarantee like this
speaks
Nelson Y. McFarland, of Lynn, Mass., is volumes for the
merit of the remedy.
visiting here.
Miss Gertrude Bragdon has gone to
_

Boston for the week.
Oct. 4.

WE LOAN A BANK

Y.

Pleasure and Pain.
Pleasure and pain are the nails
which fasten the body and soul to-

gether.—Plutarch.

I
I

for home;,11 money-catching”, to all
patrons who desire; same.
Better
■
get yours to-day.

Han^^aving^BANMIlswortlJ

THE
after indicated,

thereupon

it is hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth in said county, on the second Tuesday
of August, a. d. 1915, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
cause.

Thomas S. Liscomb, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Lucy A. Liscomb,

the executrix named therein.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register.
subscriber

hereby gives notice that
THE
they have been duly appointed administrators of the estate of
HAYNES, late of ELLSWORTH,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
CAROLINE T.

given bonds as the law directs.
All persona
having demands against the estate of said
are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Martin H. Haynes.
Harry W. Haynes.
deceased

September 14,1915.
subscriber

hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisTHEhe
of the estate of

trator

ABBIE Q. GRAVES, late of
HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All person*
haring demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.
_

Arthur B. Graves.

Hancock, Sept. 16,1915.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
JOHN P. PHILLIPS, late of
ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the
estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Marion T. Phillips.
September 14,1915.

THE

Che had taken a bottle of bear (a O*
room the night before Mr. DavMeon'a
death the detective asked where waa
the glass from which the beer bad been
drunk. Sarah said that Mr. Davidson
either drank his beer from a stone mug
or a sliver cup. On the evening before
his death he had drunk from the cap.
When the detective asked where was
the cup Sarah said she had not seen
it since she had placed it on the table
the evening before.
I saw by the detective’s expression
that he considered the disappearance
He
of the cup an important point.
next asked who was the first person
known to enter the room after the murder, and the maid replied, “Miss Vau

Her Secret
Mach Depended on It, and She
Waa Wiae In Keeping It

By

LOUISE B. CUMMINGS.

Dorn."
I winced at this, for taken with what
Clara had told me about her expected
Inheritance it was an additional complication for her. The detective asked
the maid how many such cups there
were in the house, and she told him
that there was only one. He directed
her to search for it, which she did, but
was unable to find it
This was all I knew about this clew,
for X was called away to give some directions and heard nothing more of It
I took charge of working up a case
for Clara. I went to the penitentiary
where the burglar bad been confined
and learned that he hud been discharged ten days before the murder.
1 employed detectives to hunt him up,
I
but they found no trace of him.
gave the i>olice authorities the information nt>out him that Clara had given
me, but they said there was "nothing
in it." Men are sent to state prison
every day, but they don’t murder persons Instrumental In sending them
there.
After the funeral Mr. Davidson's
lawyer produced the deceased's last
will and testament, leaving Clara all
his property. As soon as this fact was
determined the suspicion she and I
feared began to loom up against her.
We expected an arrest and were prepared for it. It came two weeks after
the murder, and ball was forthcoming.
And now a singular thing came to
1 was
pass between Clara and me.
more worried than she.
Perceiving my
anxiety, she threw her arms about me
and said:
“Don’t you worry, Frank; It will
come out all right.”
“Why are you confident?” I asked.
“Oh. I don't want to tell you. in
the first place, something may happen
that I don’t count on. and, in the second, when two iiersons have a secret
If certain
it is no longer a secret.
persons interested In my conviction
knew what I know they would spoil it
alL”
I begged her to explain, but she
would not, contenting herself with the
words, "Don't worry; it will come out
all right”
The trial naturally attracted a good
deal of attention. Many believed Clara
guilty, but few believed that she would
be convicted because of a lack of evidence, for there was nothing but circumstantial evidence against her and
But if she were
very little of that
not vindicated I felt that her life would
be ruined and mine would be ruined
with It
When the case came before the
court not even Clara's attorney knew
her secret. He expected to secure her
acquittal without any difficulty, but be
had no idea that she would be considered guiltless by the world. The prosecuting attorney made the principal
part of his attack that the accused was
the first person to go into her uncle’s
room after the murder and it was she
who had taken away the cup from
which be had drunk. Of course the
motive for the murder was that Ur.
Davidson was about to marry, which
would eventually give his wife a property that had been intended for his

A ring at the telephone.
I arose from my desk. I was at my
office opening my morning mail. Taking up the instrument, I asked who
called.
"Are you Mr. Constable?” asked a
woman’s voice.
"I am.”
“I'm Sarah. Miss Van Dorn's maid.
Miss Van Dorn has told me to call you
up to say that we found Mr. Davidson
dead in his bed this morning.”
“Mr. Davidson!”
“Yes, sir.”
Mr. Davidson

was

an

elderly gentle-

man posseswd of considerable wealth
who had no children of his own. Clara
Van Dorn was his sister’s daughter,
an orphan whom he had taken to live

She was a lovely girl,
though I may be considered prejudiced
in her favor in saying so, because she
with

him.

my betrothed.
I stood for a few moments with the
receiver at my ear, too surprised and
shocked at the announcement to know
The first
what to think or say.
thought that took shape in my brain
was that Clara had no one except the
servants to sustain her in her trouble.
My next was that her uncle must have
suiTered violence of some sort, for he
had been in excellent health. My brain
whirled on, one thought after another
coursing through it. What did this
sudden death mean?
Why did not
Clara announce it herself?
was

“Is It known

wnat

causea

Mr.

i>n-

vld9on's death?” I asked.
“Well, sir, It looks as if he had been
murdered.”
“Murdered!”
"Yes, sir.”
There was another pause in the dialogue .which was broken by me:
"Tell Miss Van Dorn that I will be
with her soon.”
On arriving at the house I was admitted by the maid and found Clara
The
In the library waiting for me.
1 shades were drawn so that 1 did not
I regretted
see her in a bright light.
this, because very naturally I was Interested to see In her features how she
bore the shock. She was calmer than
I had expected to find her. She looked
rather troubled than shocked or grievI put my arms about her and
ed.
asked her to tell me what I naturally
was Impatient to know, but I was
obliged to draw It from her by questions.
“There Is evidence that he was murdered?” I began.
"Yes, he was murdered.”
“By whom?”
“We don't know. 1 will be suspected.” She clung to me, shivering.
"Your’
"Yes."
“Why so7'
“Uncle long ago made a will leaving
all his property to me.
Recently he
has been paying attention to that Simmons girl. If he married her naturally
his fortune would go to her.”
“I see.”
I was now as troubled as Clara, realizing that there was a motive In this
for murder and that It would surely
draw attention to her In a very un-

niece.
N
Clara came into court with a wooden
box in her hand, which she carried as
though there was something in it of
very frail texture. She sat holding this
box In one position till the prosecutor,
having given an account of the deceased’s having drunk beer the night
of the murder and told of the disappearance of the cup from which he had
drunk it, cried out dramatically;
"Where Is the cup?”
“Here,” replied Clara in a contrastingly soft voice.

pleasant way.
"Don’t worry,” I added.

“We will
doubtless be able to show that you
were altogether too fond of your unde to desire his death.”
“Evidence to that effect would avail
nothing.”
I was surprised at the tone In which
It gave evidence that
she said this.
she bad already realized the danger
In which she stood.
“Have you,” I asked, “no clew to
the murdererT
I have a suspicion.
“What is it?”
“Some years ago unde was instrumental In convicting a man who broke
into the house and took away the silver.
The burglar was sent to prison for ten
That was about eight years
years.
ago. Good behavior, I suppose, would
take about two years off the term for
which he was sentenced.”
“Did the man threaten revenge?"
“Not that 1 know of, but I was in
court when be was sentenced and saw
him look as much at uncle.”
“Would you know the burglar again
if you should see him?”
“Certainly. And there is a physical
defect by which he could be identified.”
“What is that?”
“The forefinger of his right hand is
minus the first two joints.”
Clara was falling into a steadiness
worthy of a detective. I was surprised and proud of ber. I drew her closer

Drawing a sliding cover rrom tne
box, she withdrew a silver cup which
presented a smooth surface. It had
been placed In the box so that this surface would not be touched by the
wood.
Taking a magnifying glass
from a little bag she carried on her
urm, she handed the glass to ber attorney. He saw on the cup's surface
the Imprint of a thumb and three lingers. the first two bones of the fore-

finger being missing.
Turning to the Jury, he told what he
had seen, and every Juryman waa per-

to me.
“Whatever Is the result,” she said,
relapsing into her troubled condition,
“you won’t believe I did It, will you?”

“Certainly not, sweetheart,” drawing
ber cheek np against mine.
i took charge of everything, making
arrangements for the funeral and affording the civil authorities opportunity to investigate. One of them—a detective, I fancied—went into the room
where the body lay. Noticing an empty beer bottle on a table, he asked why
it was there and was told that Mr.
Davidson often drank beer at night to
When Sarah told him
induce sleep.

I

mitted to see It for himself.
Clara, suspecting that the cup might
bear a clew, had removed and hidden it.
As soon as she was in a position to examine It she saw the imprint, which,
being perishable, she had guarded to
the best of her ability, not even revealing Its existence.
Clara was not only acquitted, but
vindicated. I have sometimes thought
that she might have let me Into her
secret; bnt. considering the frailty of
the evidence on which hung so much
for her, I have concluded that ber precaution was a wise one.
Her connsel. however, never forgave
Ver for not telling him what she had
Oneealed. I have never borne him out
In this, for I think that If she had revealed It to any one I should have been
1 should have doubtless
that person.
adTlsed her to tell It to her counsel.
He would have Insisted on examining
the Imprint. Who can say that In the
examinations which would likely bava
followed the imprint of a maimed finger would not have disappeared!

COUNTY

HIGH POWER GUNS

MANSET.

Used In Land Warfare.

Mr*. Ella Whitmore left Friday for a
visit in Houlton.
F. P. Dresser and wife left Monday for

TYPES OF HEAVY ORDNANCE.

There is no sharp and distinct
derstanding on the part of the average
person as to the difference or distinction between the Held gun, the siege
gun, the howitzer and the mortar. The
precise line of distinction or mark of
distinction between theee classes of
weapons might be difficult even for an
It is
ordnance technician to define.
certainly difficult for a layman to tell
just where the gun ends and the howitzer begins, or where the howitzer
ends and the taortar begins.
Considered In a broad and general
way, the special purpose of the gun
was and is
to destroy other guns In
march or In jioeltlcn, to destroy troops
In the open and to batter down objects
behind which troops find shelter. The
projectile of the gun by high powder
pressure was given a high velocity and
a
relatively flat trajectory, which
means that the shot passing from the
gun to the target did not rise high
above the earth or above a line Joining
To withstand the
gun and target.
powder pressure required for this work
the gun was heavy In relation to the
From the
weight of the projectile.
fact that the shot traveled In a path
relatively of slight curve, ite slope of
fall or its angle of fall was not steep.
It would go through a stone wall, or
perbais smash it, or would go deep
Into a dirt embankment, bntlt was not
easy to put a shot inside a narrow deep
trench, or to plant a shot so close behind an embankment as to kill men
sheltered there.
The shot rrum the gun was good at
penetration, but Ineffective In search
lug the rear of cover. To accomplish
that purpose another style of gun was
devised. The pressure per square inch
of powder chamber was decreased, the
angle of elevation of the guti was increased. the angle of departure of the
shot wsa greatly Increased and the
shot after reaching the summit of its
path fell so steeply that if the range
were known nod the practice good the
shot would laud In a trench or fall so
close behind an embankment or parapet that men would find no shelter
there.
This belr.T possible by a reduction of
powder pressure per square Inch of
chamlier surface nod consequent reductlou In the specs! of the projectile,
it was found that the weight of the
gun in relation to the weight of the
projectile could be diminished, thus increasing its mobility or the facility
with which it could be moved from
It was found that the barrel of this
gun could be very much shortened,
thus effecting a saving in weight. But
in making the changes in this gun
instead of absolutely decreasing its
weight the gnnmakers enlarged its
bore and increased the size of its projectile. thus increasing its efficiency.
This type of gun, though not in the
narrow and technical sense a “gun,” I*
ordnance and an element of artillery
and was given the specific name Mhowitzer."
The mortar was a gun that could
give a higher angle of lire and a more
plunging fire than a howitzer. It was
a very abort piece of ordnance, fired
from a platform and held down by
ropea. Forts and mortar boats used it
for getting a high angle of fire and a
more plunging fire with larger shell
than could be had using a howitzer.
The range used to be obtained by varying the power charge. At this day
mortars weighing at least four tons,
fitted with an elevating device and
range scale and with recoil and counter
recoil or recuperator devices, are hauled around on wheels, set down on a
platform also carried on wheels, and
producing vertical Are with a high explosive shell weighing 250 pounds with
or without a delay action fuse.
The field gun for the purpose of firing over ridges, getting at troops on
the reverse slope of ridges or across
hills, giving to shrapnel the proper
slope of fall for effective distribution
and keeping the load light on the
horses has veered away from the gun
as developed In ship and fortress artillery and in the direction of the howitzer-like properties. Field guns have
had their trails split that the breech
may be further depressed, thus giving
them s higher angle of fire designed
for use against air craft, and In effectlng a useful compromise between power and mobility the trajectory of shots
from this gun is high and the slope of
fall quite steep.
Guns of high power—high powder
pressure, high velocity and long range
—have been built to give vertical fire
or nearly vertical elevation against
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The Y. M. C. A. meeting was held at the
borne of Lowell and Clarence Noyes recently. All report a good time.
Rev. F. P. Dresser and wife, Mrs. M. A.
Stanley and Mrs. Stock bridge attended
the Baptist association at Swan's Island.

State

Fred Lawton is gaining, after being
quite ill of measles. David Malnson is
out after being confined to the bouse some
time with a bad throat trouble.

Address Bliss Business

St. and No._-__

City—--

College, Lewiston

Mrs. J. L. Stanley and granddaughter,
Bessie Noyes, went to Rockland Friday,
Hazel Malanson acreturning Sunday.
companied them, but will not return for
another week.
Lilac.
Oct. 4.
_

WEST EDEN.
Roland Norwood,
here last week.

of

Bucksport,

Coburn Tripp is again ill.
has

was

It is feared be

appendicitis.

BUSINESS

SHORTHAND

TELEGRAPHY

llfl DAVlirftlT
IH inVAlIPP hM been lb* P°H«y of this institution for thirty years. vve
HU rSilflLni in nuvnnUb recognize the purchaser’s right to so examination of the
goods, and a test of their quality before payment is required. Do Hot wait for a more. con.
yenient

James E. Hamor and Miss Sarah Hadley
are attending Bar Harbor high school.

season,

it will not

come.

PORTLANDBANGORAUGUSTA

Miss Gladys Lunl has gone to Beech
Hill to spend a few days with relative*.
Alvah Gray, principal of
the high
school, has been seriously ill of tonsilitis.
Mrs. Benjamin Carter spent the weekend with her brother, Oapt. W. W. Lunt.

Mt. View grange will hold its annual
fair next Wednesday afternoon and even-

Butter Paper Printed at
The American Office

ing.
■Miss Calista Hamor, of Ellsworth, spent
the week-end with her niece, Miss Octavia

<iuality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch
printed with especially-made butter-paiwr ink to conip'y
with new law. There is cheap* r paper on the market; none better
Best

Hamor.

ment paper,

§Mrs. Estelle Lemming and little son
John, of Seattle, Wash.,are with her aunt,
Mrs. W. L. Lurvey.
Oct. 4.

M.
_

PRICE, inciudingfpaper

WE8T TREMONT.

500 sheets

The W. T. I. society w ill meet with Mrs.
Julia Webster next Thursday.

1000

Charles D. Thurston and wife, ot Rockland, visited in this vicinity last week.
Mrs. Robie Rumill is at Northeast Harthis week, to close the Ogden cottage.

“

printing:

and

pound size, $1.75; half-pound size, $1.50
“
v
2.25
2.50;
■*

“

**

Cheapen Your Butter By Use of “SLOPPY” Rubber Stamp

DON’T

bor

The gale ot last week put nearly all ot
commission, but most of
I them are being rebuilt.
the weirs out ot

|

|

j

Work on HiUcrest cemetery and the
road is being well done by Gapt. Heslin
Rumill and Pearl Murphy.

COUNTY

Schooner William Mason, Gapt. W. F.
Murphy, arrived Sunday morning from
Winsor, N. 8., bound lor New York with
lumber.

Mary Kenniston
Newport.

is

Lather Kenniston is
U. ot M. at Orono.

student at

Mr. and Mrs. Perry Robbins are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
bom Sunday morning at the home of Mrs.
Robbins’ father,Gapt. William E. Murphy.
Oct. 4.

_Thelma.

SOUTH

PENOBSCOT.

Roland Grindle and wife have moved
Into th» boose owned by S. H. Peterson.
Mrs. Charles (Guilford, with two children, from Dark Harbor, is spending a few
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Edwin Leach.

|
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Carolyn

Carter shot

one

this
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son,

to

Long
epend

went
ttae

to

Stomngton

winter with her

F. Homer Long.

Departures during the past week: J.
the
Sherlock Andrews, ot Rochester, N. Y.;

Mrs. John Silsby visited her daughte
at

Eugene

morning.
Mrs.

AMHERST.
Min

morning.

Caetine, recently.

Mrs. J. A. Ritchie ie visiting In Bangor,
Hampden and W interport.
Mrs. Lixzie QUet baa closed her house
and gone to Auburn tor the winter.
Min Lenora Kenniston baa gone to
Pittsfield to enter Maine Central institute.
Elwood Silsby and daughter Mabel, ot
Bar Harbor, visited hie sitter, Mrs. I. W.
Nickerson, last week.

Louis Bostelmano and Mrs. Gaston M.
Dethier, of New York; F. W. Adams and
Miss Ella M. Adams, of Portland.
Oct. 4.
K.

attttTC.Kinnufc.

WHAT IS HEALTH?
Keep Well

How to

Health is ease, sickness is dis-ease.
Health is ac-cord, sickness is dis-cord.
health
Mrs. John Snow and daughter Josie, of
Leo Jordan and wile have moved to Bodily harmony means bodily
Blnehill, have been visiting her aister, Bangor lor the winter. Chin Johnston When every organ does its share ot
work, and is in harmony with the
Mrs. A.(E. Cain.
and family are
occupying their boon.
other organs, there is robust, joyous
Percy Perkina, who is employed at
Mrs. George Lawrence, of Hampden, health. If you are out of sorts and
Holbrook’a island, spent Sunday at home.
and Mrs. Grant Bitters, of Philadelphia, unhappy, know the joy of living by
is working
Bernard Howland
for Pa., are In town, called here by the iltneu getting yourself healthy with the aid
It
William Perkins.
and death of their mother, Mrs. Georgs of "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
tases the body of common ills and
Guy Leach has moved into the house Williams.
seeps the stomach, liver and bowels
formerly occupied by Maynard Norwood.
The funeral of Myra, wife of George si tune.
The Norwoods have moved to Bass Har- Williams, was held at the church ThursOakland, Maine.
We have used L. F. Atwood’* Medicine for
bor.
day, Min Ida Garland, of Great Pond, line year* and find it excellent for *ick bewiMias Grace Nichols visited Mr. and Mrs. officiating. The eons of the deceased tches. My husband takes it for gas in b.s
itomach. We
it to our two little gif *
Horace Berry in Bangor Thursday and acted at bearers. The husband and chil- for biliousncaa give
and when troubled with worm*.
dren have the sympathy of all in their
Mas. Esxkst L. Books*.
Friday.
L.
bereavement.
Oct. 4.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
Oct. 4.
C.
store, or write today for a free sample.
EAST FRANKLIN.
FREE.—Oa receipt ol a yellow ouuide
T. W. Gordon has gone to Milford, N.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
a
are will send one of our Needle Books with
H., to work.
John Grover has moved home from Han- good assortment of high gTade needles, useful
Mies Velma Bragdon, of Lamolne, ia
in every family.
oock
Point.
T.
M.
Blaisdell.
visiting her uncle,
Portland, Me.
Mrs. T. Lloyd Blaisdell, with ber two
The tenth child (a daughter) was born •L. F.” MEDICINE CO*
children, left Sunday, for Seattle, Wash., to Walter Clark and wife Sept. 21.
to visit her parents.
Mrs. JameB Hopkins, of Brewer, reElwood Wentworth, Leon and Leslie
Scammons, who have been employed on cently visited her sister, Mrs. Ella Abbott.
tbe steamer Sieur de Monts, are at home.
John Burnham and wife, ot Portland,
B.
_

Oct. 4.

__

were

gumts at C. S. Col .veil’s last week.

L. A. Penney, wife and daughter, of
Circumspection.
“My boy,” mid the editor ot the BiUt- Bangor, were at R. H. Young’s Saturday
viUe Bugle to the new reporter, “you night and Sunday.
lack caution. Y ou must learn not to state
things as facts until they are proved facts
—otherwise you are very apt to get us
into libel suits. Do not my 'the oashier
who stole tbe funds’; my 'the cashier who
is alleged to have stolen the funds.’
That’s all now, and—ah—turn in a stickful about that second ward social last

night.”
Owing to an influx of visitors it was
late in the afternoon before tbe genial
editor of the Bugle caught a glimpse of
the gnat family daily. Half way down
the social eolumn his eyes lit on the following cautious paragraph:

aeroplanes or dirigibles.
So, as announced, it la not an easy
question to decide just where gun,
howitzer and mortar divideington Star.

Fall Term Opens Tuesday,

Georg* Whitmore left Thursday for
Gloucester, Mass., on business for J. L.
Stanley A Sons.
Henry Lurvey recently moved his family
Mr. Lurvey is employed by
to Rockland.

un-

place.

CAPABLE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN who desires meant ot live-

lihood and independence, should take oar eoareee as the first step to responsible positions as stenographers, bookkeepers, private secretaries, and
as employees ot the State and United States Government through Civil
Service appointment. Short and special eoareee tor teachers and advanced
pupils.

Greene and other places.
Misses Mary Whitmore, Bessie Clark
are at Castine
and Margaret Dolliver
normal school.

Field and Siega Gun*, Howitzer* and
Mortar* Ara Vary Much Akin, and It
I* Difficult to Say Just WHara Ona
Enda and tha Othar Begin*.

to

AMBITIOUS YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN who want to succeed and
to accomplish the most ot which thee are capable, will flud oar commercial training the meant ot increased earning power.

recently.

»-

College

Bliss

Enleoi Gordon hu returned from Not*
Scotia.
Mm. Stock bridge visited in Rockland

Long Range Weapons That Are

place

NEWS

Wash-

Now Ho Knows.
A woman with a protruding chin Is
quoted as saying. "It took me a good
while to convince my husband that a
man and wife should not be everlastingly arguing and disputing, but I
finally got it through bis head.”—Kansas City Star.
The first catalogue of the stars was
published about 1580.

j

It is rumored that a card party was given
last evening to s number of reputed ladies ot
Mrs. Smith, gossip says,
the second ward.
was the hostess, sad the festivities are reported to have oontinued until 10J0 in the
evening. It la alleged that the affair was a
social function given to the ladies of the Second Ward Cinch dub, and that, with the exception of Mrs. James Bllwiliger, who says
she comes from Leavitts Junction, none but
members were present. The reputed hostess
insists that coffee and wafers alone were
served as refreshments. The Smith woman
claims to be the wife of John Smith, tbe socalled “Honest Shoe Man" ot tlB East State
street.—Fact.

Mrs. Annie Smith has gone to Penobfor a few days at Dr. Wardwell’s before returning to Dorchester, Mast., to
spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
Ritchie.
Oct. 4.
W.
scot

THE FAIAB, HANCOCK.
Gilbert

Virgie

are

Gatcomb, wile and daughter
visiting in Bangor.

Miss Beatrice Martin visited her grandmother in Bar Harbor lest week.
Samuel Hudson, mate ol the schooner
Mary B. Wellington, is with his family
here while the vessel is loading at Sullivan.
Mrs. Frank Goodwin, who has been 111
of appendicitis, is much better. Mrs.
M. E. Scammoo, of Bar Harbor, is with
Mrs. Goodwin’s parents, E. E.
her.
Scammon and wife, of Franklin, were
here Sunday.
Oct. 4.
o.
-—--I
EAST BLHFHH.f.
Mrs. George E. Oerter is
few days in Stoningion.

speeding

a

Warren .York shot a fine deer
Friday

Our Advice Is:
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